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ABSTRACT
Internet applications, which rely on large-scale networked environments such as data cen-
ters for their back-end support, are often geo-distributed and typically have stringent perfor-
mance constraints. The interconnecting networks, within and across data centers, are critical
in determining these applications’ performance. Data centers can be viewed as composed
of three layers: physical infrastructure consisting of servers, switches, and links, control
platforms that manage the underlying resources, and applications that run on the infras-
tructure. This dissertation shows that network flow optimization can improve performance
of distributed applications in the cloud by designing high-throughput schemes spanning all
three layers.
At the physical infrastructure layer, we devise a framework for measuring and understand-
ing throughput of network topologies. We develop a heuristic for estimating the worst-case
performance of any topology and propose a systematic methodology for comparing perfor-
mance of networks built with different equipment. At the control layer, we put forward a
source-routed data center fabric which can achieve near-optimal throughput performance by
leveraging a large number of available paths while using limited memory in switches. At the
application layer, we show that current Application Network Interfaces (ANIs), abstractions
that translate an application’s performance goals to actionable network objectives, fail to
capture the requirements of many emerging applications. We put forward a novel ANI that
can capture application intent more effectively and quantify performance gains achievable
with it.
We also tackle resource optimization in the inter-data center context of cellular providers.
In this emerging environment, a large amount of resources are geographically fragmented
across thousands of micro data centers, each with a limited share of resources, necessitat-
ing cross-application optimization to satisfy diverse performance requirements and improve
network and server utilization. Our solution, Patronus, employs hierarchical optimization
for handling multiple performance requirements and temporally partitioned scheduling for
scalability.
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Chapter 1: INTRODUCTION
Data centers are critical in providing back-end support for most Internet applications
today. Applications running in these large-scale networked environments range from data-
intensive [2, 3, 4] to user-facing online services (web browsing, real-time streaming appli-
cations, etc.). These applications often have stringent performance requirements in terms
of latency, throughput, etc. When components of such applications are distributed within
and across multiple clouds/data centers, their performance is determined by the underlying
infrastructure. In particular, the interconnecting network within and across data centers
directly impacts the application performance.
In order to design high-throughput solutions for intra- and inter-data center networks,
first, it is necessary to understand roadblocks in achieving high performance at various
layers in these networks. The data center infrastructure can be viewed as composed of three
layers: (a) the physical infrastructure composed of servers, switches, and links, (b) control
platforms that manage the underlying physical resources, and (c) applications that run on
the infrastructure. Each layer presents unique challenges.
At the physical layer, network throughput is limited by the carrying capacity of the in-
terconnect: the network topology and link speeds. In this layer, the challenge revolves
around understanding the throughput limits of a given topology including traffic patterns
that trigger bad performance. At the control layer, the control schemes are responsible for
narrowing the gap between the optimal achievable throughput on a given interconnect and
the actual throughput. The challenge at this layer can be mapped to leveraging the large
number of available paths while using minimal memory overhead at switches and processing
overhead across the network. At the application layer, the key hurdle is translating higher
level application performance goals to actionable network objectives which can be handled
by a network controller.
This dissertation shows that network flow optimization can optimize performance of dis-
tributed applications in the cloud by designing high-throughput schemes spanning all three
layers, within and across data centers. First, at the physical layer, we study the limits
of achievable throughput in networks. Second, for efficient intra-data center control, we
propose a source-routed data center fabric. Third, for inter-data center control, we design
Patronus which provides scalable resource optimization across geo-distributed micro data
centers. Fourth, at the application layer, we develop a new Application Network Interface
(ANI) for effectively translating high-level application performance objectives to actionable
network objectives.
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At the physical layer, we gain an in-depth understanding of the fundamental limits of
network throughput [5]. We analyze whether commonly-used cut-based metrics, such as
bisection bandwidth and sparsest cut, solve the problem of estimating worst-case throughput.
We show that they do not, both theoretically and using a simple example of a highly-
structured network of small size. Since cut metrics do not achieve our goal, we develop a
heuristic to measure worst-case throughput. We also build a framework to perform a head-
to-head benchmark of a wide range of topologies across a variety of workloads [6], revealing
insights into the performance of topologies with scaling, robustness of performance across
Traffic Matrices (TMs), and the effect of scattered workload placement.
At the control layer in the intra-data center environment, we propose an efficient solu-
tion for a network fabric, where complex application-sensitive functions are factored out,
leaving the network itself to provide a simple, robust high-performance data delivery ab-
straction. This requires performing route optimization, in real time and across a diverse
choice of paths. A large variety of techniques have been proposed to provide path diver-
sity for network fabrics. But, running up against the constraint of forwarding table size,
these proposals are topology-dependent, complex, and still only provide limited path choice
which can impact performance. We propose a simple approach to realize the vision of a
flexible, high-performance fabric: the network should expose every possible path, allowing a
controller or edge device maximum choice. To this end, we observe that source routing can
be encoded and processed compactly into a single field, even in large networks. We show
that, in addition to the expected decrease in required forwarding table size, source routing
supports optimal throughput performance.
In the emerging area of geo-distributed micro data centers, this dissertation focuses on
control of thousands of data centers and the interconnecting Wide Area Network (WAN) for
improving application performance. This environment is composed of multiple constrained
and expensive entities: (a) wide area links with limited bandwidth and (b) micro data cen-
ters with a few racks of servers. In order to meet the goals of geo-distributed applications
while simultaneously utilizing resources efficiently, we need an efficient resource management
scheme. However, this is difficult for several reasons. First, the combination of scale and
geographic spread has not been addressed by prior large-scale systems. Second, the environ-
ment needs to support a motley set of applications with diverse requirements. This includes
long-running streaming applications (e.g., cellular Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs),
other middlebox service chains), batch analytics (e.g., cellular log analytics, Hadoop jobs)
and Lambda-like short-lived jobs (e.g., elastic web servers). To meet the requirements of
such geo-distributed high-performance applications, resource allocation on distributed Micro
Data Centers (MDCs) and the interconnecting WAN will need to be coordinated. Third,
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the smaller size of MDCs and the potential for demand bursts mean that resource availabil-
ity in any particular MDC will be more dynamic and variable than in a hyperscale DC. In
other words, MDCs enjoy limited benefits of statistical multiplexing. Thus, this environ-
ment is characterized by its scale, geographic spread, diversity of applications, and limited
resources at MDCs. While one or two of these challenges have been addressed in existing
large-scale systems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], the combination of all characteristics calls for novel re-
source management techniques in WAND. We design Patronus for efficient resource control
of geo-distributed micro data centers interconnected by a WAN.
At the application layer, we show that state-of-the-art application network interface (ANI),
the abstraction that translates an application’s performance intent to network objectives
which can be achieved by a network controller, fail to capture the requirements of many
emerging applications. ANIs and the flexibility they offer have evolved over time. The
earliest congestion control and traffic engineering schemes focused on simple proxies for ap-
plication performance at packet level — throughput and per-packet delay and jitter. Rate
Control Protocol [12] made a step towards application-level performance goals with flow
as the ANI and emphasis on Flow Completion Time (FCT) or the time of arrival of the
last packet. Another significant leap towards an ANI that captures the requirements of
distributed applications was the coflow [13]. Inspired by cloud applications such as MapRe-
duce, coflow considers a set of parallel flows within an application as a single entity where
the FCT of the last flow determines the performance. This enables scheduling schemes to
borrow bandwidth from lighter flows in the coflow to speed up the heavier flows, thereby
improving application deadlines. We observe that even the coflow abstraction is insufficient
to support requirements of today’s sophisticated applications. Applications such as dis-
tributed deep learning and interactive analytics have a complex interplay of communication
and computation at the participating nodes. In this scenario, not all flows within a coflow
are equivalent from the perspective of the application. Depending on the nature of com-
putation, the application may benefit by finishing some flows sooner than others within a
coflow. We quantify the performance loss accrued by current application network interfaces
and put forward a novel interface that can capture application intent more effectively.
Thesis Roadmap
Chapter 2 presents the work on physical infrastructure level analysis of measuring and under-
standing throughput of network topologies. Results in this chapter appeared in [5]. Chapter
3 includes the proposal on a source-routed data center fabric that can achieve near-optimal
throughput performance using minimal memory at network switches. These results were
presented in [14]. Chapter 4 presents the control challenges in the emerging environment
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of geo-distributed micro data centers and our solution for resource management in this en-
vironment, Patronus. Chapter 5 explores the shortcomings of current Application Network
Interfaces (ANIs), quantifies the performance loss due to the inability of state-of-the-art
ANIs, and puts forward a new ANI, CadentFlow.
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Chapter 2: MEASURING AND UNDERSTANDING THROUGHPUT
In data center and high performance computing environments, an increase in throughput
demand among compute elements has reinvigorated research on network topology. Although
a large number of network topologies have been proposed in the past few years to achieve
high capacity [15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26], a systematic methodology for
measuring and comparing throughput performance of topologies has been conspicuously
absent. In this work, we analyze current approaches used in measuring throughput and
build a framework for throughput measurement and comparison across topologies.
2.1 MEASURING THROUGHPUT
The metric of interest is end-to-end throughput supported by a network in a fluid-flow
model with optimal routing (not considering higher-level design like routing protocols and
congestion control).
2.1.1 Defining Throughput
A network is a graph G = (V,E) with capacities c(u, v) for every edge (u, v) ∈ EG.
Among the nodes V are servers, which send and receive traffic flows, connected through
non-terminal nodes called switches. Each server is connected to one switch, and each
switch is connected to zero or more servers, and other switches. Unless otherwise specified,
for switch-to-switch edges (u, v), we set c(u, v) = 1, while server-to-switch links have infinite
capacity. This allows us to stress-test the network topology itself, rather than the servers.
A traffic matrix (TM) T defines the traffic demand: for any two servers v and w,
T (v, w) is an amount of requested flow from v to w. We assume without loss of generality
that the traffic matrix is normalized so that it conforms to the “hose model”: each server
sends at most 1 unit of traffic and receives at most 1 unit of traffic (∀v, ∑w T (v, w) ≤ 1 and∑
w T (w, v) ≤ 1).
The throughput of a network G with TM T is the maximum value t for which T · t is fea-
sible in G. That is, we seek the maximum t for which there exists a feasible multicommodity
flow that routes flow T (v, w) · t through the network from each v to each w, subject to the
link capacity and the flow conservation constraints. This can be formulated in a standard
way as a linear program (omitted for brevity) and is thus computable in polynomial time. If
the nonzero traffic demands T (v, w) are equal, this is equivalent to the maximum concurrent
5
1
3n nodes
2
3n nodes
min. bisection sparsest cut
Figure 2.1: Bisection bandwidth fails to find the true bottleneck.
flow problem [27]: maximizing the minimum throughput of any requested end-to-end flow.
2.1.2 Cuts: a weak substitute for worst-case throughput
Cuts are generally used as proxies to estimate throughput. Since any cut in the graph
upper-bounds the flow across the cut, if we find the minimum cut, we can bound the worst-
case performance. Two commonly used cut metrics are:
(a) Bisection bandwidth: It is a widely used to provide an evaluation of a topology’s
performance independent of a specific TM. It is the capacity of the worst-case cut that
divides the network into two equal halves ([28], p. 974).
(b) Sparsest cut: The sparsity of a cut is the ratio of its capacity to the net weight of
flows that traverse the cut, where the flows depend on a particular TM. Sparsest cut refers
to the minimum sparsity in the network. The special case of uniform sparsest cut assumes
the all-to-all TM.
Cuts provide an upper-bound on worst-case network performance, are simple to state, and
can sometimes be calculated with a formula. However, they have several limitations.
(1) Bisection bandwidth does not always capture the worst-case cut: The insistence
on splitting the network in half means that bisection bandwidth may not uncover the true
bottleneck. In the graph G of Figure 2.1, any bisection must split off at least 1
6
n of the nodes
in the large clique, and each of these have Θ(n) neighbors, meaning that BB(G) = Θ(n2)
while the graph actually has a bottleneck consisting of just a single link!
(2) Sparsest cut and bisection bandwidth are not actually TM-independent, con-
trary to the original goal of evaluating a topology independent of traffic. Bisection bandwidth
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Figure 2.2: Sparsest cut vs. Throughput
and the uniform sparsest cut correspond to the worst cuts for the complete (all-to-all) TM,
so they have a hidden implicit assumption of this particular TM.
(3) Even for a specific TM, computing cuts is NP-hard, and it is believed that there
is no efficient constant factor approximation algorithm [29, 30]. In contrast, throughput is
computable in polynomial time for any specified TM.
(4) Cuts are only a loose upper-bound for worst-case throughput. This may be
counter-intuitive if our intuition is guided by the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem
which states that in a network with a single flow, the maximum achievable flow is equal
to the minimum capacity over all cuts separating the source and the destination [31, 32].
However, this no longer holds when there are more than two flows in the network, i.e., multi-
commodity flow : the maximum flow (throughput) can be an O(log n) factor lower than the
sparsest cut [33]. Hence, cuts do not directly capture the maximum flow.
Figure 2.2 depicts this relationship between cuts and throughput. Here we focus on
sparsest cut.1 The flow (throughput) in the network cannot exceed the upper bound imposed
by the worst-case cut. On the other hand, the cut cannot be more than a factor O(log n)
greater than the flow [33]. Thus, any graph and an associated TM can be represented by a
unique point in the region bounded by these limits.
While this distinction is well-established [33], we strengthen the point by showing that it
can lead to incorrect decisions when evaluating networks. Specifically, we will exhibit a pair
of graphs A and B such that, as shown in Figure 2.2, A has higher throughput but B has
1We pick one for simplicity, and sparsest cut has an advantage in robustness. Bisection bandwidth is
forced to cut the network in equal halves, so it can miss more constrained bottlenecks that cut a smaller
fraction of the network.
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higher sparsest cut. If sparsest cut is the metric used to choose a network, graph B will
be wrongly assessed to have better performance than graph A, while in fact it has a factor
Ω(
√
log n) worse performance!
Graph A is a clustered random graph adapted from previous work [34] with n nodes and
degree 2d. A is composed of two equal-sized clusters with n/2 nodes each. Each node in
a cluster is connected by degree α to nodes inside its cluster, and degree β to nodes in the
other cluster, such that α + β = 2d. A is sampled uniformly at random from the space of
all graphs satisfying these constraints. We can pick α and β such that β = Θ( α
logn
). Then,
as per [34] (Lemma 3), the throughput of A (denoted TA) and its sparsest cut (denoted ΦA)
are both Θ( 1
n logn
).
Let graph G be any 2d-regular expander on N = n
dp
nodes, where d is a constant and p
is a parameter we shall adjust later. Graph B is constructed by replacing each edge of G
with a path of length p. It is easy to see that B has n nodes. We prove in Appendix A, the
following theorem.
Theorem 2.1: TB = O(
1
nplogn
) and ΦB = Ω(
1
np
)
In the above, setting p = 1 corresponds to the ‘expanders’ point in Figure 2.2: both A and
B have the same throughput (within constant factors), but the B’s cut is larger by O(log n).
Increasing p creates an asymptotic separation in both the cut and the throughput such that
ΦA < ΦB, while TA > TB.
Intuition. The reason that throughput may be smaller than sparsest cut is that in addition
to being limited by bottlenecks, the network is limited by the total volume of “work” it has
to accomplish within its total link capacity. That is, if the TM has equal-weight flows,
Throughput per flow ≤ Total link capacity
# of flows · Avg path length
where the total capacity is
∑
(i,j)∈E c(i, j) and the average path length is computed over the
flows in the TM. This “volumetric” upper bound may be tighter than a cut-based bound.
2.2 TOWARDS A WORST-CASE THROUGHPUT METRIC
Having exhausted cut-based metrics, we return to the original metric of throughput. We
can evaluate network topologies directly in terms of throughput (via LP optimization soft-
ware) for specific TMs. The key, of course, is how to choose the TM. Our evaluation can
include a variety of synthetic and real-world TMs, but we also want to evaluate topologies’
robustness to unexpected TMs.
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Figure 2.3: Throughput resulting from different traffic matrices in three topologies: hypercube,
random graphs and fat trees
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If we can find a worst-case TM, this would fulfill our goal. However, computing a worst-
case TM is an unsolved, computationally non-trivial problem [35].2 Here, we offer an efficient
heuristic to find a near-worst-case TM which can be used to benchmark topologies.
We begin with the complete or all-to-all TM TA2A which for all v, w has TA2A(v, w) =
1
n
.
We observe that TA2A is within 2× of the worst case TM. This fact is simple and known to
some researchers, but at the same time, we have not seen it in the literature, so we give the
statement here and proof in Appendix B.
Theorem 2.2: Let G be any graph. If TA2A is feasible in G with throughput t, then any
hose model traffic matrix is feasible in G with throughput ≥ t/2.
Can we get closer to the worst case TM? In our experience, TMs with a smaller number
of “elephant” flows are more difficult to route than TMs with a large number of small flows,
like TA2A. This suggests a random matching TM in which we have only one outgoing
flow and one incoming flow per server, chosen uniform-randomly among servers.
Can we get even closer to the worst-case TM? Intuitively, the all-to-all and random
matching TMs will tend to find sparse cuts, but only have average-length paths. Drawing
on the intuition that throughput decreases with average flow path length, we seek to produce
traffic matrices that force the use of long paths. To do this, given a network G, we compute
all-pairs shortest paths and create a complete bipartite graph H, whose nodes represent all
sources and destinations in G, and for which the weight of edge v → w is the length of
the shortest v → w path in G. We then find the maximum weight matching in H. The
resulting matching corresponds to the pairing of servers which maximizes average flow path
length, assuming flow is routed on shortest paths between each pair. We call this a longest
matching TM, and it will serve as our heuristic for a near-worst-case traffic.
Kodialam et al. [36] proposed another heuristic to find a near-worst-case TM: maximizing
the average path length of a flow. This Kodialam TM is similar to the longest matching
but may have many flows attached to each source and destination. This TM was used in [36]
to evaluate oblivious routing algorithms, but there was no evaluation of how close it is to
the worst case, so our evaluation here is new.
Figure 2.3 shows the resulting throughput of these TMs in three topologies: hypercubes,
random regular graphs, and fat trees [15]. In all cases, A2A traffic has the highest through-
put; throughput decreases or does not change as we move to a random matching TM with
10 servers per switch, and progressively decreases as the number of servers per switch is
decreased to 1 under random matching, and finally to the Kodialam TM and the longest
2Our problem corresponds to the separation problem of the minimum-cost robust network design in [35].
This problem is shown to be hard for the single-source hose model. However, the complexity is unknown for
the hose model with multiple sources which is the scenario we consider.
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matching TM. We also plot the lower bound given by Theorem 2.2: TA2A/2. Compari-
son across topologies is not relevant here since the topologies are not built with the same
“equipment” (node degree, number of servers, etc.)
We chose these three topologies to illustrate cases when our approach is most helpful,
somewhat helpful, and least helpful at finding near-worst-case TMs. In the hypercube, the
longest matching TM is extremely close to the worst-case performance. To see why, note
that the longest paths have length d in a d-dimensional hypercube, twice as long as the
mean path length; and the hypercube has n · d uni-directional links. The total flow in the
network will thus be (# flows · average flow path length) = n · d. Thus, all links will be
perfectly utilized if the flow can be routed, which empirically it is. In the random graph,
there is less variation in end-to-end path length, but across our experiments the longest
matching is always within 1.5× of the provable lower bound (and may be even closer to the
true lower bound, since Theorem 2.2 may not be tight). In the fat tree, which is here built
as a three-level non-blocking topology, there is essentially no variation in path length since
asymptotically nearly all paths go three hops up to the core switches and three hops down
to the destination. Here, our TMs are no worse than all-to-all, and the simple TA2A/2 lower
bound is off by a factor of 2 from the true worst case (which is throughput of 1 as this is a
non-blocking topology).
The longest matching and Kodialam TMs are identical in hypercubes and fat trees. On
random graphs, they yield slightly different TMs, with longest matching yielding marginally
better results at larger sizes. In addition, longest matching has a significant practical ad-
vantage: it produces far fewer end-to-end flows than the Kodialam TM. Since the memory
requirements of computing throughput of a given TM (via the multicommodity flow LP)
depends on the number of flows, longest matching requires less memory and compute time.
For example, in random graphs on a 32 GB machine using the Gurobi optimization package,
the Kodialam TM can be computed up to 128 nodes while the longest matching scales to
1,024, while being computed roughly 6× faster. Hence, we choose longest matching as our
representative near-worst-case traffic matrix.
Contrary to our findings, Yuan et al. concludes in [37] that fat trees perform better
than or similar to Jellyfish under HPC workloads. We evaluate throughput with paths
restrictions as proposed under the LLSKR scheme in [37] and find that their conclusions
are flawed. We further observe that the erroneous results stem from the inaccuracy in
throughput computation. The value of flow on a sub-path in [37] is determined by the
bottleneck link. This naive approach yields a feasible flow, but not a maximum flow in
the network. The maximum flow may have larger flow values on some sub-paths compared
to others. Note that this property of maximum flow (unequal distribution of flows across
11
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different subpaths) holds irrespective of the objective - be it improving the minimum or
average. Hence, maximum flow need to be computed as a solution to the LP associated
with multi-commodity flow problem irrespective of the objective. Another issue with the
comparison in [37] is the larger number of servers added to Jellyfish compared to Fat tree.
In Figure 2.4, we observe that fat tree with 80 switches and 128 servers and corresponding
Random Regular Graph (RRG) used in the paper with 80 switches and 160 servers haw
similar throughput under naive throughput computation. However, when the number of
servers are reduced to 128, the performance improves by 20%. However, the throughput is
38% higher in RRG compared to fat trees when the number of servers are the same and the
maximum flow is computed.
2.2.1 Summary and Implications
Directly evaluating throughput with particular TMs using LP optimization is both more
accurate and more tractable than cut-based metrics. In choosing a TM to evaluate, both
“average case” and near-worst-case TMs are reasonable choices. Our evaluation will employ
multiple synthetic TMs and measurements from real-world applications. For near-worst-case
traffic, we developed a practical heuristic, the longest matching TM, that often succeeds in
substantially worsening the TM compared with A2A.
Note that measuring throughput directly (rather than via cuts) is not in itself a novel idea:
numerous papers have evaluated particular topologies on particular TMs. Our contribution
12
is to provide a rigorous analysis of why cuts do not always predict throughput; a way
to generate a near-worst-case TM for any given topology; and an experimental evaluation
benchmarking a large number of proposed topologies on a variety of TMs.
2.3 EVALUATION
In this section, we present our experimental methodology and detailed analysis of our
framework. We attempt to answer the following questions: Are cut-metrics indeed worse
predictors of performance? When measuring throughput directly, how close do we come to
worst-case traffic?
2.3.1 Methodology
Before delving into the experiments, we explain the methods used for computing through-
put. We also elaborate on the traffic workloads and topologies used in the experiments.
Computing throughput: Throughput is computed as a solution to a linear program whose
objective is to maximize the minimum flow across all flow demands. We use the Gurobi [38]
linear program solver. Throughput depends on the traffic workload provided to the network.
Traffic workload: We evaluate two main categories of workloads: (a) real-world mea-
sured TMs from Facebook clusters and (b) synthetic TMs, which can be uniform weight or
non-uniform weight. Synthetic workloads belong to three main families: all-to-all, random
matching and longest matching (near-worst-case). In addition, we need to specify where
the traffic endpoints (sources and destinations, i.e., servers) are attached. In structured
networks with restrictions on server-locations (fat-tree, BCube, DCell), servers are added
at the locations prescribed by the models. For example, in fat-trees, servers are attached
only to the lowest layer. For all other networks, we add servers to each switch. Note that
our traffic matrices effectively encode switch-to-switch traffic, so the particular number of
servers doesn’t matter.
Topologies: Our evaluation uses 10 families of computer networks. Topology families
evaluated are: BCube [17], DCell [19], Dragonfly [39], Fat Tree [40], Flattened butterfly [41],
Hypercubes [42], HyperX [43], Jellyfish [23], Long Hop [44] and Slim Fly [45]. For evaluating
the cut-based metrics in a wider variety of environments, we consider 66 non-computer
networks – food webs, social networks, and more [46].
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2.3.2 Do cuts predict worst-case throughput?
In this section, we experimentally evaluate whether cut-based metrics predict throughput.
We generate multiple networks from each of our topology families (with varying parameters
such as size and node degree), compute throughput with the longest matching TM, and find
sparse cuts using heuristics with the same longest matching TM. We show that:
• In several networks, bisection bandwidth cannot predict throughput accurately. For a
majority of large networks, our best estimate of sparsest-cut differs from the computed
worst-case throughput by a large factor.
• Even in a well-structured network of small size (where brute force is feasible), sparsest-
cut can be higher than worst-case throughput.
Since brute-force computation of cuts is possible only on small networks (up to 20 nodes),
we evaluate bisection bandwidth and sparsest cut on networks of feasible size (115 networks
total – 100 Jellyfish networks and 15 networks from 7 families of topologies). Of the 8 topol-
ogy families tested, we found that bisection bandwidth accurately predicted throughput in
only 5 of the families while sparsest cut gives the correct value in 7. The average error (dif-
ference between cut and throughput) is 7.6% for bisection bandwidth and 6.2% for sparsest
cut (in networks where they differ from throughput). Maximum error observed was 56.3%
for bisection bandwidth and 6.2% for sparsest cut.
Although sparsest cut does a better job at estimating throughput at smaller sizes, we
have found that in a 5-ary 3-stage flattened butterfly with only 25 switches and 125 servers,
the throughput is less than the sparsest cut (and the bisection bandwidth). Specifically,
the absolute throughput in the network is 0.565 whereas the sparsest-cut is 0.6. This shows
that even in small networks, throughput can be different from the worst-case cut. While
the differences are not large in the small networks where brute force computation is feasible,
note that since cuts and flows are separated by an Θ(log n) factor, we should expect them
to grow.
Sparsest cut being the more accurate cut metric, we extend the sparsest cut estimation to
larger networks. Here we have to use heuristics to compute sparsest cut, but we compute all
of an extensive set of heuristics (limited brute-force, selective brute-force involving one or
two nodes in a subset, eigenvector-based optimization, etc.) and use the term sparse cut
to refer to the sparsest cut that was found by any of the heuristics. Sparse cuts differ from
throughput substantially, with up to a 3× discrepancy as shown in Figure 2.5. In only a small
number of cases, the cut equals throughput. The difference between cut and throughput is
pronounced. For example, Figure 2.5(b) shows that although HyperX networks of different
14
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Figure 2.5: Throughput vs. cut. (Comparison is valid for individual networks, not across networks,
since they have different numbers of nodes and degree distributions.)
sizes have approximately same flow value (y axis), they differ widely in sparsest cut (x
axis). This shows that estimation of worst-case throughput performance of networks using
cut-based metrics can lead to erroneous results.
2.3.3 Does longest matching approach the true worst case?
We compare representative samples from each family of topology under four types of TM:
all to all (A2A), random matching with 5 servers per switch, random matching with 1 server
per switch, and longest matching. Figure 2.6 shows the throughput values normalized so that
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the theoretical lower bound on throughput is 1, and therefore A2A’s throughput is 2. For
all networks, TA2A ≥ TRM(5) ≥ TRM(1) ≥ TLM ≥ 1, i.e., all-to-all is consistently the easiest
TM in this set, followed by random matchings, longest matching, and the theoretical lower
bound. (As in Figure 2.5, throughput comparisons are valid across TMs for a particular
network, not across networks since the number of links and servers varies across networks.)
Our longest matching TM is successful in matching the lower bound for BCube, Hyper-
cube, HyperX, and (nearly) Dragonfly. In all other families except fat trees, the traffic under
longest matching is significantly closer to the lower bound than with the other TMs. In fat
trees, throughput under A2A and longest matching are equal. This is not a shortcoming
of the metric, rather it’s the lower bound which is loose here: in fat trees, it can be easily
verified that the flow out of each top-of-rack switch is the same under all symmetric TMs
(i.e., with equal-weight flows and the same number of flows into and out of each top-of-rack
switch).
In short, these results show that (1) the heuristic for near-worst-case traffic, the longest
matching TM, is a significantly more difficult TM than A2A and RM and often approaches
the lower bound; and (2) throughput measurement using longest matching is a more accurate
estimate of worst-case throughput performance than cut-based approximations, in addition
to being substantially easier to compute.
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Topology family All-To-All
Random
Matching
Longest matching
BCube (2-ary) 73% 90% 51%
DCell (5-ary) 93% 97% 79%
Dragonfly 95% 76% 72%
Fat tree 65% 73% 89%
Flattened BF (2-ary) 59% 71% 47%
Hypercube 72% 84% 51%
Table 2.1: Relative throughput at the largest size tested under different TMs
2.3.4 Topology evaluation
In this section, we present the results of our topology evaluation with synthetic and real-
world workloads, and our near-worst-case TM.
But first, there is one more piece of the puzzle to allow comparison of networks. Networks
may be built with different equipment – with a wide variation in number of switches and
links. The raw throughput value does not account for this difference in hardware resources,
and most proposed topologies can only be built with particular discrete numbers of servers,
switches, and links, which inconveniently do not match.
Fortunately, uniform-random graphs as in [23] can be constructed for any size and degree
distribution. Hence, random graphs serve as a convenient benchmark for easy comparison of
network topologies. Our high-level approach to evaluating a network is to: (i) compute the
network’s throughput; (ii) build a random graph with precisely the same equipment, i.e., the
same number of nodes each with the same number of links as the corresponding node in the
original graph, (iii) compute the throughput of this same-equipment random graph under
the same TM; (iv) normalize the network’s throughput with the random graph’s throughput
for comparison against other networks. This normalized value is referred to as relative
throughput. Unless otherwise stated, each data-point is an average across 10 iterations,
and all error bars are 95% two-sided confidence intervals. Minimal variations lead to narrow
error bars in networks of size greater than 100.
Synthetic Workloads: We evaluate the performance of 10 types of computer networks
under uniform-weight synthetic workloads. Performance non-uniform weight synthetic work-
loads can be found in [47].
We evaluate three traffic matrices with equal weight across flows: all to all, random
matching with one server, and longest matching. Figures 2.7 shows the results, divided
among two figures for visual clarity. Most topologies are in the left, while the figures on the
right show Jellyfish, Slim Fly, Long Hop, and HyperX.
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Overall, performance varies substantially, by around 1.6× with A2A traffic and more than
2× with longest matching. Furthermore, for the networks of Figure 2.7, which topology
“wins” depends on the TM. For example, Dragonfly has high relative throughput under A2A
but under the longest matching TM, fat trees achieve the highest throughput at the largest
scale. However, in all TMs, Jellyfish achieves highest performance (relative throughput = 1
by definition), with longest matching at the largest scale (1000+ servers). In comparison with
random graphs, performance degrades for most networks with increasing size. The relative
performance of the largest network tested in each family in the first set in Figure 2.7 is given
in Table 2.1. HyperX [43] has irregular performance across scale due to choices of underlying
topology. Given a switch radix, number of servers and desired bisection bandwidth, HyperX
attempts to find the least cost topology constructed from the building blocks – hypercube
and flattened butterfly
Real-world workloads: Roy et al. [1] presents relative traffic demands measured during a
period of 24 hours in two 64-rack clusters operated by Facebook. The first TM corresponds
to a Hadoop cluster and has nearly equal weights. The second TM from a frontend cluster
is more non-uniform, with relatively heavy traffic at the cache servers and lighter traffic at
the web servers. Since the raw data is not publicly available, we processed the paper’s plot
images to retrieve the approximate weights for inter-rack traffic demand with an accuracy
of 10i in the interval [10i, 10i+1) (from data presented in color-coded log scale). Since our
throughput computation rescales the TM anyway, relative weights are sufficient. Given the
scale factor, the real throughput can be obtained by multiplying the computed throughput
with the scale factor.
We test our slate of topologies with the Hadoop cluster TM (TM-H) and the frontend
cluster TM (TM-F) and the results are presented in Figures 2.8 and 2.9 respectively. When
a topology family does not have a candidate with 64 ToRs, the TM is downsampled to the
nearest valid size (denoted as Sampled points in the plot).
We also consider modifying these TMs by shuﬄing the order of ToRs in the TM (de-
noted as Shuﬄed points in the plot). Under the nearly uniform TM-H, shuﬄing does not
affect throughput performance significantly (Figure 2.8). However, under TM-F with skewed
weights, shuﬄing can give significant improvement in performance. In all networks except
Jellyfish, Long Hop, Slim Fly and fat trees, randomizing the flows, which in turn spreads the
large flows across the network, can improve the performance significantly when the traffic
matrix is non-uniform. Note that relative performance here may not match that in Figure 2.7
since the networks have different numbers of servers and even ToRs (due to downsampling
required for several topologies). However, we observe that the relative performance between
18
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of TMs on topologies
topologies remains consistent across both the traffic matrices.
Summary
In this chapter, we have experimentally shown that:
• Cuts (as estimated using the best of a variety of heuristics) differ significantly from
worst-case throughput in the majority of networks.
• Our longest matching TM approaches the theoretical lower bound in all topology
families. They are significantly more difficult to route than all-to-all and random
19
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Figure 2.9: Comparison of topologies with TM-F( [1])
matching TMs.
• At large sizes, Jellyfish, Long Hop and Slim Fly networks provide the best throughput
performance.
• Designing high throughput networks based on proxies for throughput may not yield
the expected results (demonstrated with bisection bandwidth in HyperX).
• All networks except fat trees have graceful degradation in throughput under non-
20
uniform TMs when the fraction of large flows increases. Poor performance of fat trees
is due to heavy load at the ToRs.
• Randomizing the placement of heavy flows could improve the performance for throughput-
intensive applications.
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Chapter 3: SOURCE-ROUTED DATA CENTER FABRIC
Data center network architecture is moving towards a network fabric abstraction with the
core of the network only providing simple forwarding functionality and complex functions
delegated to the edge. This decoupling of forwarding from other network functions provides
us with the opportunity to rethink the design of fabric towards a more flexible and efficient
forwarding core [48]. How does the fabric achieve high performance? The key is traffic
engineering: the network controller or distributed agents must select paths and load-balance
between them to adapt to dynamic traffic patterns. This is a difficult technical problem due
to the scale, dynamics, and high performance requirements of modern data centers. Since
modifying network-wide switch forwarding entries is slow [49], the most common approach
is two-stage: first a set of paths are proactively encoded into the data plane, and then the
“edge” of the network load-balances among these in real time. Here the edge may be a
server, a hypervisor, or a top-of-rack (ToR) switch; and the edge may optimize its path
choice autonomously or as instructed by a central controller.
Encoding the paths into the data plane turns out to be non-trivial. A key constraint
is the limited capacity of switch forwarding tables, ranging from roughly 2,000 (in some
commodity OpenFlow gear) to 200,000 (for very simple exact-match MAC tables). To
encode a diverse set of paths between each source-destination pair, a range of designs have
proliferated [50, 51, 52, 53, 54, 18, 55, 16, 56]. These designs are (variously) topology-
dependent, utilize large numbers of forwarding table rules, complex, and yet still limit the
selection of paths. For example, CONGA [50] allows a sender to specify the path only up to
a spine or top-level switch. Planck [51] and Shadow MACs [57] severely limits throughput
for certain traffic patterns and topologies. XPath [53] performs a complex compression to
encode a large number of paths; it can use more than 100k forwarding rules and still is not
guaranteed to provide all paths.
Our goal is to make the case that the fabric should provide a simple abstraction: The
ability to use any physical path. This enables flexibility in the sense that any available
resource can be used without constraints. Furthermore, we argue that the right architecture
to achieve a flexible fabric is source routing: the sender at the edge specifies a switch-
level path through the network, and switches simply match on identifiers referring to their
outgoing ports. In a sense, this approach takes the fabric design to its purest form: the switch
is stripped down to the minimal functionality necessary for flexible high performance.
The most obvious benefit of this design is tiny forwarding tables (so small that it opens
the possibility of simpler switch hardware). But, as we will argue later, a source-routed
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fabric is a broader architectural win: it improves achievable throughput, is more robust
to connectivity failures, localizes switch forwarding table configurations so they are not
dependent on network-wide topology, and essentially eliminates the need for careful updates
to forwarding state in fabric switches [49]. It also may improve monitoring and security via
path provenance, and ease data plane verification.
OpenFlow does not support IPv4 (loose or strict) source routing, and this would anyway
lead to large headers. Another method is to use a stack of MPLS labels, 4 bytes per hop with
pushing, swapping, and popping along the path. We show an even more compact method
is possible: using arbitrary bit masks in OpenFlow 1.3, paths of sufficient length can be
encoded in a single header field (with around 8-10 bits per hop). Perhaps surprisingly, we
can even avoid any packet header modification in the switching fabric.
We are not the first to suggest source routing techniques for the data center [58, 54]. In
contrast to that work, our contributions are to: (1) make the case for source routing as an
effective architecture for a flexible fabric, (2) describe a compact method for implementing
source routing within OpenFlow, and (3) quantify the improvements in forwarding table size
and achievable throughput and how they depend on the traffic matrix.
3.1 RELATED WORK ON DATA CENTER CONTROL SCHEMES
Several traffic engineering (TE) techniques have been proposed to improve the performance
of data centers. In this section, we elaborate on the state-of-the-art data center forwarding
techniques and their limitations.
The majority of the schemes have been tailored to Clos networks, commonly used in data
centers. In the discussion, we will refer to two families of topology. A leaf-spine topology
is a two-tier Clos network. The switches in the lower tier are called leaves and those in the
upper tier are called spines or core nodes. Each leaf is connected to every spine. A fat tree
is a multi-tier Clos network. In the construction of [15], which we assume throughout the
rest of the paper, a fat tree is a three-tier network which, when built using switches of k
ports, has 5
4
k2 switches and up to k
3
4
hosts.
CONGA [50] is a traffic engineering scheme designed for leaf-spine topologies. Each
leaf keeps track of congestion on its paths and chooses the least-congested path for a newly
arriving flowlet. Tags in the VXLAN header are used to identify the next-hop spine node
as well as to carry congestion information. CONGA relies on source routing at the first hop
to allow the destination to keep track of the path used. However, spine nodes rely on the
destination leaf address in the packet for forwarding and hence, requires a forwarding table
which can accommodate the number of leaves in the network. The technique was evaluated
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on two-level Clos networks in [50], and as the network grows to multiple levels it would
be increasingly difficult to encode all paths as the number of possible paths would grow
exponentially.
Shadow MACs [57] is a forwarding scheme for traffic engineering which uses multiple
spanning trees rooted at each destination. Each spanning tree has an associated “shadow”
MAC address which allows shifting between the trees through MAC rewriting. Thus, for each
destination address, only a limited number of paths are available. For example, Planck [51]
uses a shadow MAC scheme with four spanning trees per destination. In addition to the
overhead in MAC address rewriting, the limited path availability can impact throughput
performance.
XPath [53] relies on compression to fit a large number of paths into switches’ forwarding
tables. It uses a two-step process involving aggregation of paths into path sets and assign-
ment of IDs to each path set. Several optimizations reduce the computation for structured
networks, but computation time for random networks is still very high (several hours to
days). Hence, this is a computationally intensive and complex technique for achieving ex-
plicit path control in data centers. [59] also attempts to assign IDs to paths to facilitate
concise representation. MAC addresses are assigned as IDs to paths such that multiple paths
with that share a link can be aggregated.
A few data center TE schemes have used or proposed the use of source routing before.
FastPass [52] is a novel traffic engineering scheme where a centralized controller decides
the path as well as the time slot of transmission for each packet in the network. This TE
scheme is restricted to tiered networks which are rearrangeably non-blocking. The successful
implementation of this scheme would require an efficient source routing scheme. The paper
suggests the use of VLANs, IP-in-IP tunnelling or ECMP spoofing for the implementation of
source routing. In SlickFlow [54], packet headers contain a source route for a primary path
and an alternate path. Since the packet contains next hop information for both paths, packet
headers are larger. Moreover, the technique requires changes in the core of the network to
handle the new SlickFlow header. SecondNet [58] is a data center virtualization archi-
tecture which uses port-switching based source routing (PSSR) as the forwarding method,
implemented using MPLS. MPLS is one of the implementation options we discuss later.
Although source routing has been proposed for data center networks in the above papers,
an analysis of impact of source routing has been absent. While [60] makes an attempt in
this direction, the objective of the design was to reduce the controller load and optimize its
placement. Our paper contributes a performance analysis of the impact of source routing,
proposes compact implementations in OpenFlow, and makes the broad architectural case
for source routing as a fabric substrate.
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3.2 THE CASE FOR A SOURCE ROUTED FABRIC
In this section, we discuss why a source-routed fabric is an architectural win over a tradi-
tional IP-based forwarding fabric.
Smaller forwarding tables: In basic source routing, each switch only needs to store one
rule for each outgoing port. For ease of implementation, we will propose schemes which
need slightly more: one rule per (hop number, outgoing port) pair. But even in that case,
the forwarding table grows linearly with the diameter of the network and is otherwise inde-
pendent of the number of switches. Thus, source routing can support all possible paths to
all destinations in the network while reducing the number of forwarding entries by several
orders of magnitude. In the future, this may enable simpler and cheaper switch hardware.
Higher throughput: Unlike IP-based forwarding fabric which encounters path constraints
due to forwarding table size restrictions, source routing can support any valid path in the
network. This allows us to utilize the full path diversity of the network to achieve higher
throughput.
Nearly-static forwarding tables: In source routing, a forwarding table entry at a node is
updated only during addition or deletion of a link directly connected to it. Thus, forwarding
table entries have only local dependencies. Hence, forwarding tables are unaffected by failures
or addition of nodes in the broader network, leading to reduced error and complexity. In
contrast, traditional forwarding has global dependenices.
Faster response to failures: Source routing allows routing via any available path. The
edge-based reaction to failure can happen more quickly than global routing protocol re-
convergence or reaction by a central controller.
Architectural solution for consistent update: Since source routing supports all feasible
paths in the network, switching paths is just a matter of changing a header field at the sender.
This essentially solves the consistent update problem of IP forwarding fabrics [61, 49] where
special care is needed because switching paths requires state changes at multiple switches in
the network.
Ease of verification: Formal data plane verification [62, 63, 64, 65, 66] of network policies is
an important aspect of operation in modern data center networks. For IP-based forwarding,
continuous modeling of all rules on all switches are needed because they run distributed
routing protocols that change over time. However, with source routing, the fabric’s packet
forwarding is stable and predictable. Hence, verification of encapsulation at edge routers is
sufficient.
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3.3 POSSIBLE IMPLEMENTATIONS
We propose several possible implementations of source routing that are feasible in current
data centers. We do assume a centralized controller which has a global view of the network
and is capable of sending necessary information to the edge (edge router or hypervisor).
The implementation involves two major stages—how routes are selected at the edge, and
the encoding of the source route. We enumerate multiple techniques for each stage, which
have varying implications for switch hardware and traffic engineering scheme.
Source route encoding In source routing, the entire path is inserted in the packet header.
We need a mechanism that allows each intermediate router to read its next hop from the
encoding. Depending on the capabilities of switches in the network, one of the following
methods can be chosen for source routing in the core of the network. The methods are listed
in increasing order of packet overhead.
(a) Bit mask and TTL: OpenFlow 1.3 allows arbitrary bit masks which can match any
bits in a given field. These bits need not be adjacent or at the beginning of the field. This
feature can be used to reduce the overhead associated with path information in the packet
header. If the maximum degree (number of ports) of any switch in the network is 256, 8
bits are sufficient to uniquely identify a next hop. In such a network, a 32-bit field can hold
path information for 4-hop paths. If the largest switch has 64 ports, using a single IPv6
address field, we could accommodate 21-hop paths (b128/6c). This allows a very compact
representation of the route in the packet header.
At each switch, we need to identify the correct set of bits to be read. We propose to
rely on an existing hidden pointer in the packet. Time-To-Live (TTL) is an 8-bit field in
IP/MPLS headers that keeps track of the lifespan of a packet in the network. If we know the
TTL set by the source, the number of hops traversed by the packet can be easily deduced.
Thus, TTL can be used as a pointer which gives the location of the path corresponding to
the current hop. As a simple example, if the TTL is set to 255 at the source, the maximum
degree in the network is 16 (4 bits) and 3 hop paths are supported, a mask of xxxx1111xxxx
can be used when the current TTL is 253. Note that this technique can be used only if every
router in the network is guaranteed to perform TTL operations correctly.
(b) Bit mask and pointer: In networks where TTL functions are unavailable, an ad-
ditional pointer field can be used to locate the correct next-hop information. The pointer
field is initialized to 1 and incremented at each hop. In addition to bit-mask match rule,
each packet has to be matched against an additional rule which increments the value of the
pointer. This can be implemented in OpenFlow with appropriate matching on the combi-
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nation of the pointer and route fields, with a rewrite action applied to the pointer.
(c) Bit mask on switch IDs: In contrast to all other schemes presented here, it is actually
possible to implement source routing without any header field rewrites. To accomplish this,
we specify the path as a list of globally-unique switch IDs. A path that passes through
a specific switch contains its own ID followed by the next-hop neighbor’s ID. Hence the
forwarding table contains match rules for each pair of adjacent locations in the path with
the first entry being the switch’s own ID and the second entry as any of its neighbors’ ID.
This technique does not require a pointer to the current location because it is implicit in
the position of a switch’s own ID in the path. Unlike the previous schemes, the number of
bits required per tag is not dependent on the largest degree, but on the number of switches
in the network.
(d) MPLS-based source routing: In networks that do not support OpenFlow 1.3 fea-
tures, Multi Protocol Label Switching [67] can be used instead of compact representation
and arbitrary bit masks. However, the default stack size of MPLS labels in most routers is
three. Although it can be increased to four or five, this also increases header overhead since
each label requires 4 bytes, so MPLS is more appropriate in networks with small diameter.
Route selection at the edge In a data center with virtual machines running client appli-
cations, security concerns preclude insertion of source routes at the client VM. Hence, the
route can be injected either at the hypervisor or at the edge router.
(a) Hypervisor: The hypervisor can be programmed to encapsulate packets received from
the attached VMs with the appropriate source route as well as decapsulate packets received
from the network. The relevant source route can either be directly obtained from the cen-
tralized controller or computed at the hypervisor based on network conditions. The network
state could be directly obtained from the controller or could be learned through any dis-
tributed algorithm that runs across hypervisors in the network. A suitable path computation
technique can be adopted depending on the traffic engineering scheme.
(b) Edge router: The source routes may also be inserted at the edge routers in the
network. The path computation needs to be done at the centralized controller, which pushes
instructions to the edge routers. The routing table at edge routers will be much larger
compared to the rest of the network, as they need to accommodate rules for source path
header encapsulation and decapsulation.
Note that this proposal is essentially agnostic to the traffic engineering scheme. We expect
that source routing will benefit traffic engineering schemes broadly, by providing more choice
in paths.
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3.4 EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF SOURCE-ROUTED FABRIC
In this section, we analyze the impact of source routing and several past traffic engineering
schemes with respect to throughput performance. More results on the impact on forwarding
table size can be found in [14].
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Figure 3.2: Fat trees Random Matching TM
(A) Methodology
In this section, we present results on evaluation of various Traffic Matrices on the com-
monly used fat tree topology. More results can be found in [14].
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Figure 3.3: Fat trees Random Matching TM with 10% of flows with 10× demand
Understanding the topologies: Leaf-spine topology with L leaves and S spine switches
has L ∗ (L − 1) source-destination leaf pairs, each of which can use any of the S (shortest)
spine paths, leading to a total of L ∗ (L − 1) ∗ S paths. The spine switch only has to
save information on each of the destination leaves leading to L entries. However, each leaf
switch has (L− 1)S entries for S paths to each of the other leaves in the traditional shortest
paths-based routing scheme.
In a fat tree constructed with degree K switches, there are K2/2 leaves in the lower layer.
The number of leaf pairs is K4/4. Connecting each pair of leaves, we can have K2/4 paths
(considering K/2 next-hops between each adjacent layers). Hence, the total number of valid
paths in the network is K6/16. At each leaf, we can have K2/2 outgoing flows to other
leaves each of which can use at most K2/4 paths. Hence, the total number of forwarding
table entries will be K4/8.
Traffic matrix for throughput comparison: We use Topobench [6] to evaluate through-
put performance of various schemes. Throughput is computed as a solution to a linear pro-
gram whose objective is to maximize the minimum flow across all demands. We extend
the framework to accommodate a constrained set of paths according to each forwarding
scheme. We evaluate three realistic traffic matrices (TMs): (a) All-to-all (A2A) TM with
a flow between every pair of switches, (b) Random Matching TM with one outgoing and
one incoming flow per switch, chosen uniform-randomly and (c) Random matching with
non-uniform traffic where the matching between servers is uniform-random, but 10% of the
flows have a demand 10× bigger than the rest of the flows. A flow is defined per leaf pair
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Topology Total
paths
Forwarding table entries in a leaf switch
Traditional CONGA PLANCK Source
routing
Leaf-spine
(L leaves,
S spines)
L(L− 1)S (L− 1)S (L− 1)S 4(L− 1) 8S
Fat trees
(degree K)
K6/16 K4/8 - 2K2 8K
Leaf-spine
(256 leaves,
32 spines)
2088960 8160 8160 1020 256
Fat trees
(degree 20)
4 ∗ 106 2 ∗ 104 - 800 160
Table 3.1: Forwarding table size comparison
and is considered to be the aggregate traffic between hosts in these leaves.
A traffic pattern similar to all-to-all is generated by certain real-world applications (such as
the shuﬄe phase in MapReduce). Random matching is a more demanding traffic pattern [6]
since it has a single large flow exiting each leaf. This is somewhat similar to a situation that
could occur if an application is allocated all the machines in two racks and performs large
transfers between the two halves of the application (e.g. a shuﬄe). Non-uniform random
matching is a representative of the realistic scenario where a small fraction of flows dominate
in size, alongside other smaller demands spread throughout the network.
We compare the performance of traditional routing (all shortest paths through a router
saved in its routing table), CONGA, Planck and source routing. For source routing, we
assume that IPv6 address is used to carry the source route in a network with switch degree
at most 256. Hence, the source routing design used for evaluation supports paths of length
up to 16.
(B) Forwarding table size
Forwarding table size in switches is limited due to high cost and power consumption. A
typical size of forwarding tables in high-end data center switches today is 144K entries [68],
which may not be sufficient to accommodate all paths. The problem is aggravated in low
end switches with forwarding table size less than 7K [69]. We compare the requirements of
various data center forwarding schemes.
A leaf in the leaf-spine topology uses L · S entries under CONGA. Since Planck limits
the number of paths to 4 for each destination, the number of forwarding table entries at
each leaf is 4L in Planck. With source routing, we have a constant number of entries – 8S.
Although we have paths of length 16, a leaf can appear only at an odd position and a spine
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can appear only at an even position in the path. Hence each switch has to check only half
of the locations. This property holds for all “level-based” networks with links only between
adjacent levels. A switch at an odd level can appear only at an odd hop in a path.
In a fat tree topology with degree K, a leaf switch in Planck has 2K2 paths. On the
other hand, source routing requires only 8K forwarding table entries to support paths up to
length 16 in fat tree with shortest path length 5. CONGA does not scale to accommodate
three level topologies. Note that it is possible to do hierarchical routing in fat trees with
small forwarding tables if control over the chosen path is not required. However, this can lead
to congestion and uneven utilization of the network. As we will see, for better utilization of
the network and efficient traffic engineering, it is necessary to have information on all paths
at the leaves.
A summary of the comparison is given in Table 3.1. The general trend in the growth
of forwarding table size in fat trees with increase in degree is given in Figure 3.4. We can
see that, without any optimizations, forwarding table requirements of traditional routing
with all shortest paths cannot be accommodated even in high-end switches for fat trees with
degree as small as 34. Planck, with a 4-path limit per destination, cannot support fat trees
of degree more than 60, built from low-end switches with 7K routing table size. On the other
hand, forwarding table requirements of source routing uses only a fraction of the memory
in low-end switches. Also, note that the source routing scheme used here can support any
paths of length up to 16. Traditional scheme and Planck require forwarding tables which
are much larger, while only supporting shortest paths (as shown in the Figure).
(C) Throughput Analysis
Due to the limited forwarding table size, data center switches can accommodate only a
limited number of paths at any point in time. This can affect the throughput performance
of applications. In this section, we analyze the impact of reducing the number of available
paths on maximum achievable throughput. Although several factors can contribute to re-
duction in throughput, particularly transport mechanisms, this evaluation focuses solely on
the limitation imposed by constraints on the available forwarding paths.
We evaluate three realistic traffic matrices (TMs): (a) All-to-all (A2A) (b) Random match-
ing and (c) Random matching with non-uniform traffic. Throughput is normalized with
respect to the maximum throughput achievable in the topology using the same TM with no
path constraints.
A fat tree built from degree K switches is denoted by FT-K. Figure 3.1 shows the variation
of normalized throughput in fat trees with all-to-all TM as a function of the number of
forwarding table entries at each leaf switch. Under the dense (A2A) TM, 2-3 paths per flow
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Figure 3.4: Forwarding table size for fat trees
is sufficient for good performance. However, the forwarding table entries grow exponentially
with size of the fat tree network.
Figure 3.2 shows normalized throughput in fat trees under the uniform random matching
TM. Limited paths are chosen randomly with additional constraints to use a diverse set
of links. In order to minimize overlap between paths, two feasible next hops are picked
randomly at each level and the one with fewer paths through it is chosen during the path
assignment phase. We observe that the number of forwarding table entries required to
maintain the same throughput performance increases dramatically compared to the A2A
TM. We also note that performance of Planck with 4 paths per destination degrades as the
swich degree (and network size) increases.
Normalized throughput in fat trees with random matching TM and 10% of the flows with
10× bandwidth demand is given in Figure 3.3. While each flow has equal priority with
the uniform traffic matrix, large demand flows are more significant with non-uniform traffic
matrix. With minimal overlap between the larger flows, the non-uniform TM can achieve
maximal throughput with slightly fewer paths. However, the basic trend remains consistent
across the uniform and non-uniform random matching TMs since the bottleneck under path
constraints is the number of paths itself.
The main take-away point is: A large number of paths between racks can be used
effectively. Generally, splitting a flow into a large number of components can affect its
performance; K2/4 paths per flow might seem hard to handle. However, we are considering
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aggregate rack-to-rack traffic which is composed of traffic from (K/2)2 host pairs. When a
large number of hosts contribute towards the aggregate flow, the number of paths assigned
to each host-based flow can be limited. Hence, the paths made available by source routing
can be effectively used to improve throughput. Source routing also allows non-shortest paths
(useful in failure scenarios).
As data centers move towards network fabric-based architecture, there is an increasing
need for a flexible and scalable routing scheme at the core. Under our preliminary inves-
tigation, source routing appears to be a technique that fits the bill. With source routing,
the forwarding table can easily fit within the available memory of even low-end switches
due to its linear dependence on node degree and network diameter. Moreover, throughput
performance of the fabric will not be negatively impacted by limited availability in network
paths, when source routing allows the edges to pick any feasible path in the network. Due
to its flexibility and scalability, source routing is a suitable candidate for network fabric
architecture.
In order to strengthen this routing scheme further, we need to tackle a few issues. First,
this work has not dealt with response to switch and link failures. It is essential to build
an auxiliary mechanism to route around failures, either with additional information in the
header or through a network response mechanism. Second, in order to efficiently utilize the
multitude of paths made available by source routing, it is essential to have an efficient traffic
engineering scheme. Although a few of the existing schemes rely on several variations of
source routing, they are tightly coupled with certain topologies and the performance is far
from optimal. With source routing at the core of the design, it will be possible to use any
valid path in any topology leading to greater flexibility in the design and implementation of
traffic engineering schemes.
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Chapter 4: CONTROLLING THOUSANDS OF MICRO DATA CENTERS
Micro data centers (MDCs) at the edge are emerging as prominent components in the
Internet infrastructure. Traditionally, MDCs were used for content caching and video per-
formance optimization in Content Delivery Networks [70] and for user load-balancing at en-
try/exit of content provider networks such as Google [11], Facebook [10], and Microsoft [9].
With the emergence of novel applications with stringent performance requirements, the role
of MDCs is expanding. MDCs providing limited compute resources very close to users are
increasingly used for supporting a variety of low-latency applications, often augmenting, and
sometimes replacing, the traditional hyperscale clouds.
An important use case for increased processing at the edge is the burgeoning Internet of
Things (IoT). IoT devices produce data in the form of video, voice, sensor information, etc.,
which needs to be analyzed and acted upon, often within tight delay constraints. Processing
and compressing data from such applications at the edge will also reduce the bandwidth
demand in the core. Availability of compute in close proximity is a must-have for oﬄoad-
ing Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) that operate at timescales comparable to the
sensitivity of human perception. Self-driving and connected cars will also increasingly rely
on these edge DCs [71, 72]. MDCs can also prove beneficial to other latency-sensitive ap-
plications with heavy compute requirements such as real-time video analytics and online
gaming.
Today, carrier networks are spearheading large-scale deployments of MDCs for supporting
Virtualized Network Functions (VNFs). Service providers like AT&T [73] and Verizon [74]
are converting traditional Central Offices (COs) with dedicated hardware to MDCs with
off-the-shelf servers. A single carrier operates a few thousand COs – AT&T has 4700 COs
in the US [75] – and with the advent of 5G, the number of MDC sites is expected to grow
further. In addition to the critical cellular services, these MDCs are also designed to support
emerging applications like those above [72].
Thus, Wide Area Networks (WANs) are morphing from a network of routers to an in-
terconnection between a multitude of geographically distributed micro data centers. We
refer to this emerging model as a WAN As a Network of Data centers (WAND). WAND is
indispensable to providing support for the emerging hyperconnected world with billions of
devices and geo-distributed applications.
In order to meet the goals of geo-distributed applications while simultaneously utilizing
resources efficiently, we need an efficient WAND resource management scheme. However,
this is difficult for several reasons. First, the combination of scale and geographic spread has
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not been addressed by prior large-scale systems (Table 4.1). Second, the environment needs
to support a motley set of applications with diverse requirements. This includes long-running
streaming applications (e.g., cellular VNFs, other middlebox service chains), batch analytics
(e.g., cellular log analytics, Hadoop jobs) and Lambda-like short-lived jobs (e.g., elastic web
servers). To meet the requirements of such geo-distributed high-performance applications,
resource allocation on distributed MDCs and the interconnecting WAN will need to be
coordinated. Third, the smaller size of MDCs and the potential for demand bursts mean
that resource availability in any particular MDC will be more dynamic and variable than
in a hyperscale DC. In other words, MDCs enjoy limited benefits of statistical multiplexing.
Thus, WAND is characterized by its scale, geographic spread, diversity of applications, and
limited resources at MDCs. While one or two of these challenges have been addressed in
existing large-scale systems [7, 8, 9, 10, 11], the combination of all characteristics calls for
novel resource management techniques in WAND.
We design an autonomous WAND control system, Patronus, which enables high utilization
of the infrastructure while improving the performance of applications through (a) fast and
efficient resource allocation, and (b) intelligent adaptation during variations. The centralized
control plane of Patronus has several components. First, Patronus introduces a simple and
expressive API which can support representation of diverse requirements of WAND applica-
tions using WAND tags. Tags encode bounds on application requirements such as latency,
bandwidth, location preference, deadline, etc. Second, Patronus leverages predictability
of traffic and resource usage patterns inherent to the WAND environment/applications to
obtain a long-term perspective on resource availability and usage.
Third, Patronus provides fast and efficient resource allocation in the complex WAND
environment through division of labor across an instantaneous scheduler and a long-term
scheduler. The long-term scheduler relies on long-term predictions for packing of jobs across
time while complying with deadlines, fairness, etc. The instantaneous scheduler allocates
resources to a subset of tasks deemed active in the current instant by the long-term scheduler.
Both schedulers rely on hierarchical optimization for handling diverse application objectives
and a simple mechanism for converting WAND tags to constraints.
In this work, we make the following contributions:
• We identify control challenges in an emerging environment with geo-distributed MDCs
and performance-sensitive applications, which we call WAND (WAN as a Network of
Data Centers), and its differentiating features compared to other large-scale infrastruc-
ture.
• We design a simple and expressive WAND API for capturing the requirements of
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diverse WAND applications.
• We design Patronus, a dynamic WAND controller providing scalability and high uti-
lization for the WAND provider and high performance for WAND user applications.
• Using realistic data, we evaluate trade-offs in performance and control overhead using
closed-loop control in WAND to meet the high-level goals of applications and operators.
• We show that Patronus can schedule resources across thousands of MDCs in seconds
while reducing peak resource usage by up to 47%.
4.1 RELATED DOMAINS
One may draw parallels between control of thousands of data centers and interconnecting
network in WAND and several well-studied control domains such as clusters, traditional
ISPs, private WANs, geo-distributed analytics, etc. Next, we argue why control solutions in
these domains cannot be borrowed easily for WAND (overview in Table 4.1).
Traditional ISPs: Traffic engineering is a well-studied problem in traditional ISP networks
with a single resource (geographically-distributed network). While the problem has been
tackled from different perspectives ranging from oblivious routing [76, 77] to traffic-adaptive
schemes [78, 79, 80, 81], these solutions do not apply to the WAND model. Extending
network traffic classes and prioritization to an environment with demands and performance
constraints on multiple resources (WAN network and DC resources like CPU, memory, etc.)
is a non-trivial challenge. Besides, the presence of new applications over which the service
provider has complete control (eg, background analytics jobs) will help the provider to drive
the network and DCs to high utilization. This was difficult in traditional ISPs which mostly
dealt with user-driven inelastic traffic. As ISPs move to SDN-based control, there are also
efforts to scale SDN with distributed controllers. Recursive SDN [82] proposed a hierarchical
solution for geo-distributed carrier networks. RSDN and other work [83, 84] in distributing
SDN control, however, only considers network control.
Private inter-data center WANs: Inter-DC private WAN solutions such as B4 [7] and
SWAN [8] optimize resources across multiple applications similar to WAND. However, private
WANs with a sparse network connecting tens of hyperscale data centers operate at a much
smaller scale (in terms of number of distinct sites) compared to the carrier environment
composed of thousands of micro data centers and interconnecting links. Moreover, the
proposed solutions only focus on the bandwidth requirements of the private WAN since the
DCs are hyperscale and relatively less constrained (or at least have more reliable statistical
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multiplexing). In WAND, both DCs and the WAN are frequently constrained. Furthermore,
quickly adapting to traffic variations is more critical in WAND due to the limited capacity
of MDCs that cannot accommodate bursts.
Cluster schedulers: Cluster schedulers [85, 86, 87] are responsible for allocation of server
resources within hyperscale DCs. They consider demands over multiple types of resources
and strive to drive the cluster to high utilization, often with prioritization across applica-
tions. They deal with large scale, e.g., allocating at the machine or rack granularity across
many racks. However, the resources are highly localized (typically within a single DC) in
contrast with a geo-distributed WAND. Moreover, cluster schedulers are typically decoupled
from the network controllers which manage symmetric high-bisection bandwidth intra-DC
interconnect between servers. This separation of control may not work well in a WAND
environment which has an irregular topology and expensive WAN links.
Traffic-aware VM placement in data centers: Traffic-aware VM placement is a related
domain with joint server and network resource management within a DC. However, this
problem is NP-hard, while the WAND resource management can be tackled using a Linear
Program. In intra-DC environments, flexibility in VM placement translates to flexibility in
the location of source and destination of the flow [88]. This optimization problem can be
reduced to the Quadratic Assignment Problem (QAP) which is NP-hard. In the WAND
model, the source and the destination of the flow are fixed (typically at the end-user). We
have flexibility in choosing way-points, i.e., DCs. Thus, WAND resource management is a
resource-augmented Multi-Commodity Flow (MCF) problem with location restrictions. The
challenges in WAND are related to scalability and quick adaptation.
Application-specific solutions: There exist several solutions tailored to specific geo-
distributed applications.
(a) NFV solutions: Elastic Edge [89] is an application-agnostic framework which allo-
cates resources across NFVs. However, this solution is restricted to scheduling within a single
DC. PEPC [90] introduced a new architecture for the cellular core to solve state duplication
across EPC components and improved throughput at bottlenecked VNFs. KLEIN [91], an-
other cellular-specific solution, put forward a 3GPP-compliant solution for load-balancing
cellular traffic across MDCs. However, this does not take into account the presence of mul-
tiple applications with diverse performance needs in the DCs, or the constraints on the
interconnecting network between DCs.
(b) Geo-distributed analytics: Solutions for big data analytics across the wide area [92,
93] offer optimization for low-latency processing of queries, but do not deal with the difficult
problem of cross-application optimization.
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(c) Multimedia Systems: Multimedia delivery systems often employ resource optimiza-
tion techniques spanning cloud to edge devices [94, 95, 96, 97, 98] to meet soft real-time
requirements of this application. These techniques often focus on the resource-contrained
mobile devices. MDCs in WAND offer greater flexibility.
WAND: Having established that existing resource management techniques cannot be di-
rectly extended to generic WAND, we give a brief overview of current domain-specific solu-
tions offered by provider networks.
(a) Carriers: AT&T [73] and Verizon [74] have published white papers on SDN/NFV
reference architectures and are building platforms with similar features such as network and
DC controllers, data monitoring, a policy module, an orchestration module, etc. In addition
to cellular traffic, cellular MDCs also intend to support other micro-services and applications
such as connected cars [72]. These platforms, however, are in the early stages of development
and do not currently offer solutions for resource management at the scale of thousands of
MDCs.
(b) Content Providers: Points of Presence (PoPs) of large content providers like Google [11],
Microsoft [9], and Facebook [10] also constitute a WAND. However, solutions in this domain
primarily focus on load-balancing traffic across edge locations. Currently, they do not offer
compute resources for other applications at the edge.
(c) CDNs: Content Delivery Networks cache objects at the edge to serve user requests
with minimal latency. CDNs are a sub-class of WAND where traffic is bandwidth-heavy,
and edge resources are mostly used for storage and delivery. Like content providers, they do
not typically support other user applications. Application-specific video delivery optimiza-
tion schemes [70] have been proposed for this environment.
4.2 FEATURES OF WAND
Next, we crystallize the key characteristics of the WAND environment. In WAND, (i)
WAN and DC components can be coordinated, (ii) MDCs are small to moderate in size but
large in number, (iii) demand includes network and DC components, (iv) some traffic may
be elastic, and (v) at individual MDCs, small scale means limited statistical multiplexing
and high demand variability.
A federated system: A WAND includes both a WAN and MDCs, whose operation may
be coordinated in a single system or may be composed of federated subsystems.
Scale: WAND comprises a network of a large number of data centers — typically hundreds
to a few thousands — which are individually small to moderate in size. CDNs have tens
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Property
WAND
Tradi-
tional
ISPs
Private
Inter-
DC
WAN
Cluster
Sched-
ulers
Application-
specific
(e.g., geo-
distributed
analytics,
NFV
platforms,
etc.)
Infras-
tructure
Geographi-
cally
fragmented
resources
Yes Yes Yes Yes
Large scale Yes Yes Yes Yes
Cross-
application
optimization
for high
utilization
Yes Yes Yes
Applica-
tions
Demand over
multiple
resources
Yes Yes Yes
Location
constraints
Yes Yes
Table 4.1: Comparison of features — WAND and other infrastructure
to hundreds of locations. Carrier networks operate thousands of DCs. There are efforts
to install micro data centers at every base station, which will increase the scale to tens of
thousands [99].
Demands with multiple resource requirements: WAND applications use WAN band-
width as well as multiple resources within the DC, including compute, memory, and band-
width, among others. While this is true of applications outside of WAND as well, in a
WAND these resources may be coordinated in a single system. In addition, the particular
mix of resources needed is likely to evolve with new applications that employ MDCs: cellu-
lar control traffic adds load on NFVs at DCs, uses limited WAN throughput but is latency
sensitive; an IoT data-aggregation application may have high throughput to the edge DC,
high resource consumption in the DC and moderate throughput to remote hyperscale DCs.
Applications may also be categorized as single-user and multi-user applications. Cellular
VNFs are shared across users in a region. On the other hand, an enterprise VPN connection
will be composed of dedicated VMs and tunnels for a single enterprise.
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Elasticity of traffic: Depending on the types of applications running on WAND, some
traffic may be elastic — a provider can control the rate and time of resource allocation in
DCs and WAN based on current resource availability. This can be used for low priority
traffic such as backups.
Limited statistical multiplexing: Edge DCs do not form a single large pool of compute.
Each DC is small, and therefore subject to more load variability due to less statistical
multiplexing. They are distributed geographically, hence they are non-interchangeable for
latency-sensitive applications. This may also lead to more variable utilization on individual
DCs during regional hotspots. Hence, efficient dynamic resource management is paramount.
We quantify the impact of limited statistical multiplexing in Figure 4.1. We use a real-
world dataset from a DNS provider comprising of DNS queries from across the US over a
single day tagged with origin zip code and timestamp (more details about the dataset in
§ 4.5.3 b). For measuring variability, we use the Coefficient of Variation, CV , defined as
the ratio of standard deviation to the mean. CV is a comparable measure for the extent of
variability for distributions with different means.
We divide the data with samples every minute into chunks of different lengths (15 min
and 60 min) and compute CV over each chunk at different geographic scales — per edge
location, per area1 and over the complete dataset (entire country). In Figure 4.1, we plot
the CDF of CV over all chunks in one day across all edges/areas. We observe that CV
is the highest when locations are considered independently and the lowest in the complete
dataset. When the timescale is increased from 15 min to 60 min, CV remains nearly the
same at larger scales while it increases more than 100× for DC-level traffic. This shows
that edges are subjected to higher variability compared to traditional clouds and therefore,
benefits accruable from statistical multiplexing are limited.
4.3 WAND API
Before delving into the design of a WAND API that helps applications specify their needs
to the WAND controller, we discuss common requirements of WAND applications.
4.3.1 Application requirements
Geo-distributed applications in WAND can be of two general types: (a) streaming with
real-time traffic or (b) batch analytics which processes oﬄine data. Each has a variety of
1More details about area boundaries in § 4.5.3. Load in an area is the sum of loads across all edge
locations in that area
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(b) 60-min samples
Figure 4.1: Coefficient of Variation (CV) of traffic load based on a real-world DNS dataset evalu-
ated at different scales — MDC-level, area-level, and the entire country.
performance requirements; we describe examples in order to understand how to build an
expressive WAND API.
Latency: When an application prefers an MDC at the edge over a distant hyperscale
cloud with cheaper resources, the main motivating factor is often latency. For user-facing
applications, the latency constraint is primarily related to end-to-end latency experienced
by users. Non-user facing applications may have latency requirements between different
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Operation Description
create () Returns app id
setType (app id, app type) app type ∈ {streaming, batch}
setUserGroups (app id, list[
(user group idi, list[ <tag i >) ]] )
user group idi may be IP prefix, tags are optional
setTasks (app id, list [ (task idj, list[
<tag j > ] ) ] )
each task may have one or more optional tags
setDependencies (app id, list[
(task idm, task idn , list[<tagmn > ]) ]
)
each dependency may have one or more optional
tags
setConstraints (app id, list[ (tag i,
constraint name, constraint type,
constraint value) ] )
constraint name ∈ { containers, latency, bandwidth,
affinity, deadline}
constraint type ∈ { min, max, sum}
For latency, value is time in milliseconds
For bandwidth, value is bandwidth in Mbps
For affinity, value is 0 for anti-affinity, 1 for affinity
For deadline, value is UNIX epoch time
UpdateConstraints (app id,
list[ (tag i, constraint name,
constraint type, constraint change) ] )
constraint type ∈ { latency, bandwidth } and
Signed integer indicating change in
latency/bandwidth
setRedirectionOptions (app id,
redirect)
redirect ∈ {drop, edge, remote}
setApplicationPreferences (app id,
preference, value)
Extendable list of preference attributes. Current set:
preference ∈ {eviction tolerance, optional modules}
For eviction tolerance, value ∈ (0, 1]
For optional modules : value is list[ (tagj, weightj)]
setMonitorInterval (app id,
interval)
monitoring interval in milliseconds
Table 4.2: WAND API fields
concurrent modules.
Bandwidth: An application running in an MDC may have bandwidth requirements to
users or between different internal components.
Deadlines: Deadlines are primarily associated with batch processing jobs. They denote the
final time before which the application expects an output. In applications with buffering
capability, this can also be the maximum time to fill the buffer. For example, in video feeds
to be processed the edge, the cameras may have limited storage capacity. In such cases,
when the analytics is not time-constrained, the video may be pulled by the edge MDC with
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some time flexibility.
Intra-application dependencies: In traditional batch processing jobs, the application is
represented using a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) where the nodes are tasks and the edges
denote dependencies. The same notation may be used in WAND. However, in distributed an-
alytics, we may have additional constraints based on location of data and latency/bandwidth
constraints. Geo-distributed applications of streaming nature (NFV service chains, tradi-
tional stream processing, etc.) can also be represented using a graph. The key difference
between streaming and batch jobs is that in streaming all components need to be active
at the same time, whereas in batch jobs the tasks are executed sequentially in an order
determined by dependencies.
In addition to task-level dependencies, WAND applications may also have state-based
dependencies. For example, cellular customers directed to their home MDC does not incur
control overhead related with state transfer, whereas those redirected to an MDC farther
away will cause mobility-related overheads.
External dependencies: An application may have external dependencies on other jobs,
type of resources, etc. For example, an analytics job on cellular traffic will prefer to be colo-
cated with the cellular service chain. In addition to such affinity constraints, an application
may have anti-affinity constraints (two customers may prefer to not have their VPN provider
edges colocated).
Evictions: One of the fundamental characteristics a WAND has to deal with is limited
statistical multiplexing due to the small size of MDCs. This manifests as high load variability
and for medium- or low-priority applications, a risk of being evicted by a burst of load on
a high-priority application. Applications may have different preferences regarding this risk,
in at least two ways.
First, applications can differ in their tolerance for eviction, relative to the value they place
on having resources close to users. An opportunistic application may prefer to grab resources
at the edge whenever possible, if evictions are not especially costly (e.g., an opportunistic
web cache at the edge can serve requests at lower latency when nearby MDC resources
are available). On the other hand, a more conservative application might prefer to run in
an MDC only when the probability of eviction is low (e.g., a real-time application serving
self-driving cars).
Second, an application may wish to lessen the damage due to eviction by indicating which
of its constituent modules are less critical. A video analytics application which processes
CCTV feeds may have different levels of resource configuration [100] or a critical minimal
set of cameras which provide high coverage. Specifying such intra-application criticality can
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increase the controller’s scheduling flexibility and thus increase the application’s chances of
being scheduled.
Grouping requirements: We define a set of users which share the same characteristics,
and therefore have a common set of requirements (latency, bandwidth, etc.), as a user
group. For example, in cellular environment, the set of users assigned to a specific HSS
may be one user group. Such grouping makes it more convenient for applications to specify
their needs.
4.3.2 Defining a WAND API
We devise an API that allows geo-distributed WAND applications to represent their di-
verse requirements. The key operations supported by the API are given in Table 4.2.
Both streaming and batch applications are represented using a DAG. In streaming the
dependencies denote the connections between tasks running concurrently. In batch applica-
tions, the dependencies denote the sequence of execution. A tag may be associated with a
node (task) or an edge (dependency) in the application graph. An application can use these
tags to denote its preferences such as bandwidth and latency requirements. A tag may be of
the type min, max or sum. When a tag specifies a min value, it is the minimum requirement
on that attribute required by the application (e.g., minimum bandwidth). When a tag is
specified as sum, the limit applies to sum of the attribute across all resources with the same
tag. For example, the end-to-end latency requirement of a service chain can be specified
using this type, with no constraints on individual dependencies.
The app id also acts as the tag for the entire application. Hence, to represent external
dependencies, an application may use the app id of the external application in the SetCon-
straints() function. A specific task of an external application can be represented using the
format app id:tag. In order to represent location constraints, the infrastructure provider can
provide location tags, either at per-MDC level or at a regional-level.
Our WAND API also supports an extendable list of application preferences. Current
supported preferences are eviction tolerance, which specifies an approximate acceptable
probability of eviction of a resource allocated to the application; and optional modules,
which specifies constituent tasks within the application that it prefers to be evicted first,
rather than evicting the entire application.
Currently, Patronus supports linear constraints only since the schedulers rely on specialized
Linear Programs. However, this is sufficient to handle the requirements of most WAND
applications we considered.
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4.4 WAND CONTROL PLANE
We design an automated control system, Patronus, to achieve high efficiency in the WAND
environment. Patronus is a centralized controller managing resources across distributed
MDCs and the interconnecting WAN. Patronus is designed for a private WAND infrastruc-
ture, such as that operated by cellular providers, with a variety of streaming and batch
applications over which the infrastructure provider has some control and visibility. We do
not currently consider external workloads, and hence adversarial traffic. Automated control
in Patronus is realized with a sense-control-actuate loop composed of three main components:
the prediction module, the resource allocation module, and the monitoring module.
4.4.1 Prediction Module
The prediction module is responsible for accurately estimating the requirements of ap-
plications. Depending on the information made available by applications, the prediction
may involve several phases. For all applications, the prediction module estimates the re-
source needs for future instances based on history. The prediction module is also responsible
for estimating user traffic patterns, such as diurnal behavior, across time to facilitate long-
term resource planning. For blackbox applications where the dependencies and requirements
are not explicitly known, the prediction module also estimates these dependencies between
modules.
4.4.2 Resource Allocation Module
The resource allocation module is responsible for efficiently allocating resources across
WAND applications, both streaming and batch jobs with a wide range of requirements. The
scheduling involves two phases: long-term scheduling and instantaneous scheduling. The
long-term scheduler maintains a long-term plan of the entire WAND system. It is responsi-
ble for handling complex requirements such as deadlines, location constraints, fairness, etc.
At the beginning of each scheduling interval, the long-term scheduler shares the subset of
tasks and the predicted loads to the instantaneous scheduler for immediate scheduling. The
unallocated tasks are returned to the long-term scheduler for future scheduling or oﬄoading
to remote data centers. This separation allows Patronus to have fast and simple instan-
taneous scheduling, while conforming to complex application requirements across longer
timescales.
The pre-processing phase in resource allocation involves the conversion of application
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details obtained from the API to a concise set of actionable requirements easily parsable
by the schedulers. The min, max and sum values associated with tags provide bounds on
latency and bandwidth for tasks/dependencies. Latency bounds also determine a subset of
DCs where the task may be scheduled.
Before we delve into the schedulers, we discuss hierarchical optimization and the conver-
sion of application requirements to constraints which form the core of both long-term and
instantaneous schedulers.
Hierarchical optimization
Patronus employs incremental multi-objective optimization for scheduling diverse applica-
tions with a wide range of requirements. Unlike traditional Linear Programming (LP) with
a single objective, this technique supports multiple objectives within the same optimiza-
tion. This allows the WAND controller to allocate resources of different types across diverse
applications in a single optimization with priorities on applications/resources/locations de-
termined by the operator.
Objectives: In the multi-objective optimization, each objective has four tunable parame-
ters: priority (P ), weight (W ), absolute tolerance (α) and relative tolerance (ρ). The LP
solver repeats the optimization n times in the order of priorities, where n is the number
of priority classes. When multiple objectives belong to the same priority class, the weight
denotes the relative weight of each objective within the class. In this case, the aggregate
objective of the priority class with multiple sub-objectives is given by the weighted sum. The
absolute tolerance of an objective represents the absolute value of degradation in the optimal
value tolerated while optimizing lower priority classes. The relative tolerance, ρ ∈ [0, inf],
denotes the degradation tolerable as a multiplicative factor of the optimal value.
A simple example with two objectives on DC utilization for a single application with a
single task — nearest MDC assignment and load balancing at DCs is given below. The
highest priority objective (higher P value) minimizes the fraction of traffic allocated to each
DC weighted by the distance from each user-group to the MDC. This is the nearest-MDC
objective. Allowing 50% tolerance on this optimal value, the next round of optimization min-
imizes K, the difference in utilization between all pairs of MDCs. In short, this optimization
supports nearest-MDC assignment with load-balancing across MDCs up to a certain limit
of deviation from nearest MDC distance. For this example, the LP is:
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Symbol Description
M The set of MDCs
E The set of WAN links
Cm Capacity of MDC m (#containers)
Bl Capacity of link l (Gbps)
Nak Number of containers consumed by task k of app a per unit traffic
Ga The set of user-groups, g, of app a
Da,gm Distance from user-group g of app a to MDC m
uag(t) Traffic at t for user-group g of app a
fa,gm (t) Traffic from user-group g of app a assigned to MDC m at t
Table 4.3: ILP Notation
Obj0: P=2, W=1, α=0, ρ=0.5
Minimize
∑
m∈M,g∈Ga
Da,gm ∗ fa,gm (4.1)
Obj1: P=1, W=1, α=0, ρ=0
Minimize K (4.2)
Subject to:
∀m ∈M : Na1 ∗ fa,gm ≤ Cm (4.3)
∀m1,m2 ∈M : Na1 ∗ fa,gm1 −Na1 ∗ fa,gm2 ≤ K (4.4)
∀g ∈ Ga :
∑
m∈M
fa,gm = u
a
g (4.5)
Thus, hierarchical optimization allows combining multiple objectives within and across
applications in Patronus with varying levels of tolerance determined by the operator. This
technique forms the core of both long-term and instantaneous schedulers.
Long-Term Scheduler
Long-term scheduling in WAND offers two benefits: (i) Analysis of historical traffic pat-
terns provides the long-term scheduler with an approximate estimate of resource usage far
ahead in time. Most user-facing applications in WAND have diurnal traffic patterns with
predictable patterns across days. (ii) For deadline-bound jobs, it allows planning resource
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allocation ahead of time to meet the deadline. The WAND environment may host a large
number of opportunistic and flexible jobs which are not time-critical. Analyzing the complete
set of such jobs and their extent of flexibility during instantaneous resource optimization will
increase the complexity of the scheduler considerably. In order to speed up instantaneous al-
location and ensure fairness/cost-sharing across time, scheduling of flexible jobs are handled
through long-term resource planning.
In this phase, we also mitigate the impact of limited statistical multiplexing at individ-
ual MDCs. While each individual MDC in WAND suffers from high variability due to its
small size, a pool of MDCs in a region enjoys less variability when aggregated resources are
considered (as shown in Figure 4.1). In addition to identifying the most suitable MDC for a
task, the long-term planner also identifies areas for backup scheduling. This loose allocation
of tasks to of a group of MDCs during the long-term planning phase also helps avoid the
need for a global search for an alternative allocation during instantaneous scheduling when
the primary choice MDC is unavailable. Thus, long-term planning reduces the number of
active low-priority tasks and their possible locations to be considered during a given instant
while ensuring that the deadlines and other constraints are met in longer timescales.
The long-term scheduler can operate in two modes: (i) fast mode, (ii) replan mode. When
a new job arrives at the long-term scheduler, first, the fast mode is initiated. The aggregate
load at all DCs for all previously allocated jobs is used to determine the available capacity
and an attempt is made to place the job. If its requirements (latency/bandwidth/deadline
etc.) are met with allocation at preferred MDCs, the allocation is finalized. If the fast mode
fails, a replan is invoked over applications at or below the priority class of the new job. In
this phase, the resources are shared fairly across multiple jobs belonging to the same class. If
the new job is not completely accommodated at the MDCs, parts of it may be scheduled on
a regional or remote clouds in this phase. The long-term scheduler may also invoke replan of
the schedule if long-term resource predictions change significantly relative to prior estimates.
The long-term scheduler is also responsible for providing inputs to instantaneous schedul-
ing at each scheduling interval. It provides a limited set of feasible locations for each task
based on traffic estimates. It also includes a set of optional tasks to ensure work-conservation
during under-estimation of traffic.
Instantaneous Scheduler
The instantaneous resource allocation module is responsible for per-instance scheduling
of application components determined to be scheduled by the long-term scheduler. This
includes (a) a subset of batch tasks, (b) loads on active streaming applications, and (c)
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optional tasks which are not critical in the current instance but may be scheduled if resources
are available. These application components may belong to different priority classes and may
have different objectives. For highest priority applications guaranteed to be accommodated
by an MDC (such as cellular traffic which is guaranteed to have a utilization below a low
threshold, say 50%), optimization is not invoked unless there is a failure in the system.
The instantaneous scheduler also relies on hierarchical optimization, but typically it has
fewer objectives than the long-term planning mode. This is possible because deadlines, fair-
ness, and the complete set of preferences are not handled by the instantaneous scheduler
(long-term scheduler shares a critical subset). Even within the same class, the long-term
planner will include relative priorities that determine which task is to be eliminated if suffi-
cient capacity is not available. Such tasks are determined by long-term fairness estimates.
Other Optimization Features
We discuss two features in the context of WAND optimization: eviction tolerance of
WAND applications and geo-distributed fairness objectives employed by WAND provider.
Eviction Tolerance: Lower priority applications in WAND will be evicted when load of
applications in higher priority classes spikes high enough that the MDC becomes overloaded.
Therefore, being allocated resources in MDCs near users comes with some risk. We allow
applications to control this tradeoff through the eviction tolerance parameter in the WAND
API. During resource allocation, this high-level application requirement is incorporated in
the optimization based on statistical analysis.
The goal of the eviction tolerance, θ, is to represent the maximum eviction probability
per unit-time tolerable by the application (θ ∈ [0, 1]). However, evictions are not perfectly
predictable. When considering scheduling an application in an MDC, Patronus attempts to
predict eviction probability based on three factors: (i) mean load (M) of applications with
priority ≥ c, (ii) variability of their load (V ), and (iii) resource requirements (R) of app a.
Mean and variability are computed over a period of length equal to the length of the task
being scheduled. i.e., if a task is 5 min long, the mean and variability of historical data from
past 5 min is estimated. Variability is measured as Coefficient of Variation.
The application with demand R is evicted when the higher priority load exceeds C − R
where C is the capacity of the MDC. Assuming that the variability of this load follows a
normal distribution (with mean M and coefficient of variation V ), the probability of eviction
at an instant is P (L > C − R) = 1 − P (L < C − R) = 1 − Φ(C−R−M
MV
), where Φ is the
cumulative probability of a standard normal distribution, X ∼ N(0, 1), Φ(x) = P (X < x).
Note that all the terms in the probability expression are constants that can be determined
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apriori based on historical data. An MDC is considered a candidate for placement only if
this estimated probability of eviction for the app is smaller than the application’s eviction
tolerance (θ). This is an approximate heuristic since the distribution of load may not be per-
fectly normal. However, the application can still adjust its eviction probability by increasing
or decreasing θ.
Fairness: The second optimization feature is the fairness objective for geo-distributed ap-
plications. The distributed nature of the applications and the underlying infrastructure
calls for new notion of fairness. Defining fairness in WAND can be challenging for two
main reasons: (i) WAND is a multi-resource environment with requirements on multiple
resources, and (ii) in with most applications composed of geo-distributed components, it is
difficult to define a domain of fairness. Does each application get a fair-share at each MDC?
Can underallocation for an app in one MDC be compensated by overallocation at another
location?
Patronus employs a simple notion of fairness. Since DCs are the bottleneck in current
cellular WANDs, we use fair-share allocation across DC resources for applications. However,
instead of fair-sharing at each individual DC, the fairness domain is areas (collective group
of neighboring MDCs). The choice of area as the domain for determining fairness is justified
by the behavior of applications in WAND and the structure of the underlying topology.
Streaming applications such as cellular VNFs are capable of load-balancing across adjacent
DCs. When a single edge is overloaded, the application can obtain its fair-share through a
neighbor.
4.4.3 Monitoring Module
Monitoring of applications serves two purposes: (i) enable quick reaction to changes in
application behavior and (ii) provide input for prediction and long-term planning. The mon-
itor interval can be explicitly set by an application through the WAND API or determined
by the provider during runtime based on the extent of variability. We develop a simple
tunable monitoring module in Patronus which can run alongside applications in WAND. We
assume that this monitored information is made available centrally to the resource allocation
module. The prediction module that relies on the output of monitoring may be co-located
in the same MDC or centralized.
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4.5 EXPERIMENTS
4.5.1 Implementation
We implement Patronus as a stand-alone control system with pluggable modules for each
component. The current implementation of various modules is described below.
Resource allocation module: Both the instantaneous and long-term schedulers are Java
applications with an integrated Gurobi [38] environment for solving the Linear Programs
associated with resource allocation. Both schedulers take as input application requirements
as JSON files containing task-level/user-group level requirements and dependencies.
The long-term scheduler holds a plan which contains estimated allocations for all appli-
cations across time. We store a plan for 1 day in 1 minute time-slots. The instantaneous
prediction runs every minute. These parameters are tunable. When a new application ar-
rives in the system, it is initially placed in this plan by the long-term scheduler. At each
allocation interval, the long-term scheduler sends the list of currently active tasks to the
instantaneous scheduler for actual placement. The schedulers convert requirements to linear
objectives and constraints in a hierarchical linear program and solve the multi-objective LP
using Gurobi. The output from the instantaneous scheduler is the set of allocated tasks,
their location and the amount of resources allocated. Currently, the schedulers consider
resources at the scale of VMs/containers within data centers.
4.5.2 Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate scalability and efficiency of the Patronus system.
4.5.3 Methodology
The first step of evaluation is the development of a realistic test environment. We use
real-world traffic datasets and publicly available infrastructure information to generate a
realistic WAND topology.
Workloads
We integrate several real-world workloads to generate the topology and the traffic in
WAND.
(a) Cellular dataset: The cellular dataset is obtained from a large cellular provider in
China and consists of utilization information at 50 virtualized DCs over a period of 5 days.
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Figure 4.2: Sample traffic: Cellular dataset
At each DC, it provides information on (a) the mean and the maximum CPU utilization per
server, and (b) total data sent and received from the DC. The utilization values are monitored
every 10s by the cellular provider. The dataset contains the mean and the maximum at 15
min intervals over this data. The utilization at two locations are plotted in Figure 4.2. In
Figure 4.4, we plot the CDF of mean and maximum CPU utilization across all 50 locations
on all days. We observe that the utilization is approximately between 10% and 30%. The
distribution of normalized DC sizes (# servers) is plotted in Figure 4.6). The number of
servers range from < 10 to hundreds. The largest DC has more than 1000 servers.
(b) DNS dataset: This dataset contains DNS queries received by a single DNS provider
at locations across the globe over a period of 24 hours (508GB of compressed data). Entries
include the timestamp (at microsecond granularity) and the origin zipcode of each DNS
request. From this global dataset, we filter requests originating in the continental US, which
include 17,440 origin zipcodes with more than 20 billion queries in the 24-hour period. The
number of queries are aggregated at minute-scale and load at two zipcodes are plotted in
Figure 4.3. The CDF distributions of minimum and mean with respect to the maximum load
are shown in Figure 4.5. We observe that the DNS queries have higher variability compared
with the cellular dataset. The maximum load at a DC can be more than 10× the mean in
certain cases.
(c) Video camera dataset: Video processing at the edge is a most prominent application
that will benefit from WAND deployments. The number of security cameras in the US in 2016
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Figure 4.3: Sample traffic: DNS dataset
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Figure 4.4: Traffic Characteristics: Cellular dataset
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Figure 4.5: Traffic Characteristics: DNS dataset
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Figure 4.6: DC Size Distribution: Cellular dataset
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Figure 4.7: DC Size Distribution: Simulation Environment
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of Patronus optimization, random placement, and nearest-DC placement
on VPN (Highest priority).
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Figure 4.9: Eviction Tolerance vs. Latency (latency based on geodesic distance)
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Figure 4.10: Geodesic distance-based latency for distributed video processing based on DC place-
ment (3rd priority class)
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Figure 4.11: DNS dataset Prediction Error. With regional balancing of load, impact of error
mitigated.
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Figure 4.12: Scheduling delay as a function of number of variables (in millions).
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Figure 4.13: Coefficient of Variation of penalty (resources scheduled in cloud due to lack of edge
resource)
is estimated to be 62 million [101]. We use the locations of red-light and speeding cameras
in the US available in a public GPS forum. This dataset includes 4932 cameras across the
continental US. While these cameras take snapshot pictures during traffic violations, we use
this as a realistic proxy for video camera locations.
(d) Big data analytics: We use publicly available TPC-DS microbenchmarks [102] with
synthetic location constraints to simulate batch analytics workloads in WAND. We use traces
of 16 TPC-DS queries originally run on 20 machines.
Generating the Test Environment
We run the Patronus controller on a Dell PowerEdge R440 machine with 32 cores and
128GB RAM.
(a) Topology: We generate a realistic WAND topology based on publicly available in-
formation on cellular infrastructure. The locations of MDCs are determined using Central
Office (CO) information of a large cellular provider in the US [103]. We obtain 1864 Central
Office locations associated with the 17440 zip codes in the DNS dataset.
Each MDC is assigned a capacity which is proportional to the population associated
with that zip code (2016 population [104]). The distribution of data center sizes is shown
in Figure 4.7. We note the MDC sizes based on population in the US and the real size
distribution in China (Figure 4.6) follow similar distributions. The number of servers in the
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US simulation environment ranges from 2 to 2200. In line with regional offices of cellular
providers, we also add 15 regional DCs (publicly available locations of colocation centers of
the same cellular provider in the US) with capacity proportional to the sum of MDCs that
are closest to it.
The core topology of the same cellular provider is obtained from the Intertubes dataset [105]
and has 116 nodes and 151 links. Each DC is connected to its closest core node. Conversa-
tions with cellular operator reveal that currently cellular MDCs follow a hub-and-spoke-like
model with MDCs connecting to the core. With 5G, MDCs are expected to have more
interconnections among them. Currently, we do not consider such interconnections in our
test environment. The bandwidth of the outgoing link of an MDC is set proportional to its
capacity.
(b) Workload: The cellular data for the test environment is obtained by applying the
percentage of utilization from a randomly chosen DC in the Chinese dataset to the DC.
These mapping are done a priori to obtain the timeseries for a day. VPN/other high-
priority applications of cellular provider is generated synthetically. We generate 100 such
applications, each with a random number of sites between 3 and 15 with a randomly chosen
load at each location. These are streaming applications where all sites are concurrently
active.
The scaling factors for datasets are determined proportional to their loads in such a way
that the load (as number of containers) is neither too low nor too high at most DCs. For
the DNS dataset, the load in containers is proportional to the number of requests. For the
camera dataset, the number of containers is proportional to the cameras assigned to a DC.
4.5.4 Results
We evaluate the ability of Patronus controller to utilize the resources efficiently and meet
the application requirements.
Efficiency of Hierarchical optimization
VPN and other applications which belong to the highest priority class are slightly more
flexible than the cellular traffic. We assume that the cellular traffic need to be processed at
the nearest MDC (when resources are available) while the VPN allocation may be at any
MDC within 1ms from the origin of the traffic. Hence, to determine long-term placement
for non-cellular high priority applications, we run a two-level hierarchical optimization at
the peak period of cellular load.
The optimization has 2 objectives. The highest priority objective is shortest path alloca-
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tion of cellular traffic. In Figure 4.8, we observe that shortest path allocation on cellular
traffic load results in a maximum edge DC utilization of 50%. For the VPN traffic, we evalu-
ate several techniques. Minimizing the maximum load of DCs with latency-based placement
constraints in Patronus can accommodate all the non-cellular applications while maintaining
the maximum utilization at 53.6%. On the other hand, placing the VPN load at the closest
MDC to the origin or at a randomly chosen MDC within the prescribed radius (1ms) leads
to high utilization in some DCs. Note that jointly optimizing the cellular and VPN loads
may result in some cellular traffic being redirected to non-shortest DCs. Hence, multi-level
optimization may be essential even within the same priority class.
Eviction Tolerance/Latency Trade-off
The trade-off between eviction tolerance (4.4.2) and latency at a single MDC in third priority
class is given in Figure 4.9 (first priority is cellular and VPN applications, second priority is
DNS workload). We consider the video analytics application load in third priority class at a
single MDC. Eviction tolerance is computed based on the mean and standard deviation of
total traffic in the higher priority classes for an interval of 15min. The figure shows mean
latency over a period of 19 hours at each data point. When the eviction tolerance is the
highest at 1.0, the latency is 0.15ms. As the eviction tolerance decreases, the latency of the
application increases. At eviction tolerance value of 0.7, the latency increases 10× to 1.5ms.
When the application is very conservative (θ < 0.1), the latency increases to approximately
3ms.
Latency of applications
We measure the latency perceived by the video analytics dataset in priority class 3 (Fig-
ure 4.10). We compare Patronus optimization with nearest-MDC placement. In both sce-
narios, when an MDC is not available, the task is placed on the nearest regional DC. We
observe that the tail latency is more than 2× lower in Patronus. Note that the latency is
computed based on geodesic distance here. With additional infrastructure overhead, the
differences will be more pronounced since Patronus places tasks at the edge at a higher rate.
Prediction Efficiency
We evaluate the predictability of the two real-world datasets. In the sparse cellular dataset,
we use statistical measures. We consider two scenarios: (a) past hour on the same day, or
(b) Time of Day (ToD) in past n days. When the prediction is defined as the maximum
observed load, ToD of 4 days is a better predictor. Over a day, prediction based on recent
history can lead to under-prediction up to 6.5% and over-allocation up to 8% while ToD
prediction limits the errors to 3.1% and 6% respectively. Hence, we use ToD demand of 4
days with a 5% over-allocation to meet the demand.
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Figure 4.14: Performance monitoring overhead at various monitoring intervals: CPU utilization
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Figure 4.15: Performance monitoring overhead at various monitoring intervals: Disk I/O
In the DNS dataset, the error in prediction using NN is given in Figure 4.11. In the dataset
with samples every minute, data from past 10 min is used to predict the expected load as
number of DNS requests in the current instance. The error is high due to high variability in
the workload (shown in Figure 4.5). However, if the application can effectively load-balance
across MDCs in an area, the error reduces considerably. This shows that applications with
high load variability can benefit significantly from load-balancing at the edge.
Scalability
We test the scalability of both hierarchical and long-term schedulers in Patronus resource
allocation module. Since both the schedulers rely on hierarchical optimization, we plot
the scalability in terms of number of variables (Figure 4.12). The scheduling latency was
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measured with 4 optimization objective priority levels in the optimizer.
The number of variables depends on a variety of factors: number of MDCs and links,
number of applications, number of tasks in batch jobs, number of user-groups in streaming
jobs, number of timeslots, etc. Even with millions of variables, the scheduling latency is
in seconds. Note that the number of variables in hierarchical optimization is 2-3 orders of
magnitude smaller in instantaneous scheduler compared to the long-term scheduler. For
example, if we consider 1000 DCs and 100 applications with a components in every DC,
we have approximately 0.1 million variables. In hierarchical optimization, not all of them
may be active at the same time, reducing the complexity even further. In this range, the
optimization takes seconds. The corresponding long-term scheduler with a one-day plan has
0.1 million ∗1440 variables.
Fairness
We compare the fairness achieved with Patronus fairness scheme compared with a scheme
where no fairness is enforced (arbitrary sharing of resources across applications in the same
class determined by the LP solver). We assume that for batch applications, when the edge
resources are unavailable, they can run in the cloud, but this is expensive. We define the
penalty as the amount of resources allocated on cloud when edge resources are not available.
In Figure 4.13, we observe that the coefficient of variation of penalty across applications (a
heuristic for unfairness) is reduced with fair-sharing in Patronus.
Performance monitoring
We measure the overhead associated with monitoring using a lightweight Linux module
which measures applications’ usage of CPU, memory, network, and disk. The CPU and disk
utilization of the monitoring module at various monitoring intervals are given in Figure 4.14
and 4.15 respectively. The overhead is negligible (< 0.5% in CPU and 9Kbps in IO) when
monitoring interval is 1s.
To summarize, we make the following contributions in the inter-data center context:
• We identify control challenges in an emerging dynamic environment of interconnected
Micro Data Centers which we refer to as WAND (WAN As A Network of Data Centers).
• We build Patronus, an automated control system, for efficient resource management
in WAND.
• We address the scalability challenge by partitioning the scheduling problem into two
temporally: instantaneous scheduling handling immediate allocation and long-term
scheduling for meeting critical application requirements across time.
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• We show that Patronus is scalable, resource-efficient with balanced load across MDCs,
and capable of meeting stringent application requirements.
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Chapter 5: INTENT-AWARE APPLICATION NETWORK INTERFACE
To achieve peak application performance, it is necessary to translate the application’s
high-level performance needs, or intent, to network-level requirements that are actionable
for a network controller. This intent is expressed to the controller through a representation
that we refer to as the Application Network Interface (ANI). The expressiveness of the ANI
can affect application performance significantly.
ANIs and the flexibility they offer have evolved over time. The earliest congestion con-
trol and traffic engineering schemes focused on simple proxies for application performance
at packet level — throughput and per-packet delay and jitter. Rate Control Protocol [12]
made a step towards application-level performance goals with flow as the ANI and emphasis
on Flow Completion Time (FCT) or the time of arrival of the last packet. Another signif-
icant leap towards an ANI that captures the requirements of distributed applications was
the coflow [13]. Inspired by cloud applications such as MapReduce, coflow considers a set of
parallel flows within an application as a single entity where the FCT of the last flow deter-
mines the performance. This enables scheduling schemes to borrow bandwidth from lighter
flows in the coflow to speed up the heavier flows, thereby improving application deadlines.
We observe that even the coflow abstraction is insufficient to support requirements of
today’s sophisticated applications. Applications such as distributed deep learning and in-
teractive analytics have a complex interplay of communication and computation at the par-
ticipating nodes. In this scenario, not all flows within a coflow are equivalent from the
perspective of the application. Depending on the nature of computation, the application
may benefit by finishing some flows sooner than others within a coflow. For example, mul-
tiple parameters are exchanged between the parameter servers and a worker in distributed
deep learning. These parameters are consumed at different times based on the underlying
computational model in frameworks such as TensorFlow. Hence, the iteration time can be
improved significantly when the relative priorities of flows (parameter transfers) are made
known to the network controller. Different applications may have other dependencies that
require metrics such as relative weights or deadlines. More importantly, an application may
have an explicit optimization objective different from minimizing the completion time that
cannot be conveyed through current ANIs.
In this paper, we argue that it is an opportune moment for narrowing the gap between
application intent and its network representation through a more expressive ANI for cloud
applications. The stringent performance needs of cloud applications coupled with the oppor-
tunity to extract fine-grained application characteristics using sophisticated learning tech-
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Figure 5.1: Importance of understanding application intent: (a) Coflow with two component
flows. f1 and f2 (size 500Mb each) share a 1Gbps bottleneck link. (b) Computation model at
C has 3 operations, c1, c2, and c3 with dependencies between flows and computations as shown.
Each computation operation takes 0.5s to execute. Completion times with (c) coflow completion
time-optimized transfers and (d) intent-based optimization for transfers.
niques inspire us to rethink cloud ANI design. First, we analyze several cloud applications
to understand communication patterns that are not captured by current ANIs. Second, we
quantify the performance benefits achievable with a more expressive ANI in a popular appli-
cation, distributed deep learning. We show that iteration time in deep learning training can
be improved by up to 25% using additional information made available through CadentFlow.
In a shared network environment, the improvements increase further up to 46%. Finally, we
put forward an application intent-aware ANI and discuss its implication for cloud systems
design.
We introduce CadentFlow, an ANI whose semantics include component flows of an ap-
plication with associated per-flow metrics, and an optimization objective for capturing the
application intent. A more expressive abstraction opens several research directions. (i) Ex-
traction of CadentFlow attributes such as per-flow metrics and the optimization objective
requires analysis of applications’ models or learning-based inference. (ii) Redesign of net-
work controllers with novel scheduling algorithms that can leverage the richer semantics of
CadentFlow to provide performance guarantees compliant with the application intent. (iii)
In-network implementation of intent-aware scheduling schemes paves the way for exploring
the flexibility of programmable switches to implement application objectives.
5.1 UNDERSTANDING THE ENVIRONMENT
In this section, we demonstrate the need for rethinking ANI in the cloud environment
where multiple applications share the network. First, we illustrate shortcomings of state-
of-the-art ANIs. Second, we examine distributed applications that can benefit from an
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improved ANI.
5.1.1 The application perspective
Large-scale computations in data center environments involve multiple concurrent flows
with such data transfers accounting for more than 50% of the job completion time [106].
The coflow abstraction [13] was introduced to consider the correlated flows as a single entity,
thereby enabling collective optimization on the set of interdependent flows. However, as
cloud applications evolve this ANI may be insufficient.
For example, not all transfers may be of equal importance to the computation in the suc-
ceeding stage of an application. The data in a single stage maybe consumed in a particular
order, may require weighting according to application needs, or some chunks may have tighter
deadlines. In this case, the application will benefit when flows are prioritized/weighted based
on its intent. For example, consider the simple coflow in Figure 5.1a with two components
flows of equal size: f1 and f2. The computation at node C involves 3 tasks with dependencies
as shown in Figure 5.1b. Since the first stage of computation depends on f1, the applica-
tion performance can be improved by prioritizing packets belonging to f1. The application
completion time with coflow optimization, in this case, is 2.5s while the optimal time is 2s.
While this simple example can be solved by splitting the single coflow into two (f1 only,
f2 only) and adding dependency between them (similar to multi-stage DAG scheduling in
Aalo [107]), this approach cannot be generalized for several reasons. First, coflow dependen-
cies cannot be determined apriori in certain systems (e.g., graph processing systems operat-
ing on time-evolving graphs). Second, some applications may prefer weighting across flows
instead of strict ordering enforced by a DAG of coflows (e.g., stream processing systems).
Third, coflow completion time (CCT) is a proxy for application performance, job completion
time. As we show in § 5.3.2, a lower CCT may not always correlate with better job com-
pletion time. Finally, in multi-application environments, significant performance benefits
can be achieved with deadlines (§ 5.3.2), a benefit not achievable with a DAG of coflows.
Moreover, an application may have other explicit objectives and finer-grained preferences
that are not captured by flow/coflow completion time.
While prior work has considered inter-flow relationships [13, 108, 107, 106, 109, 110] and
deadlines [111, 112] in the cloud environment, the set of objectives handled by the network
controller has been limited, often to a single objective across all applications. Inter-coflow
scheduling schemes [108, 107, 106], even those which are information-agnostic [113, 110],
primarily focus on a single objective, minimization of mean CCT. Prior solutions lack an
expressive API that supports complex objectives of advanced data flow systems.
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It is also worth noting that application level order enforcement alone at the edge is not
sufficient since flows originating at multiple nodes often need to be coordinated.
5.1.2 Which applications will benefit?
We analyze different families of advanced data flow systems to understand their require-
ments.
Distributed Deep Learning: This workload has iterative computation involving multiple
workers and Parameter Servers (PSs). The parameters, updated at the end of each iteration,
are acted upon by the worker nodes at different time instances determined by the underlying
computational model in frameworks such as TensorFlow [114] and PyTorch [115]. In this
case, the iteration time can be improved by prioritizing parameter transfers in the order in
which they are consumed.
Partition-Aggregation: In online services including Web page delivery and search query
responses, the requests from users are partitioned across multiple workers in the back-end.
The results are aggregated by the front-end server/proxy and sent back to the user. Many
services begin sending a response before the complete response is available at the server. In
this scenario, the application may benefit by prioritizing those flows which are critical to the
response. For example, a web proxy waiting for components in a web page can choose to
delay fetching a large image. While application-level solutions exist [116, 117], a controller
with visibility into multiple such applications can further improve performance across them
(similar to § 5.3.2).
Graph Processing Systems: In graph processing systems [118, 119, 120], the graph is par-
titioned across multiple nodes which process vertices in a sequence and exchange the results
of computation after each iteration. In this scenario, when a node receives information from
multiple neighbors, those flows whose information will be processed first may be accelerated
to improve the iteration time. In systems which handle time-evolving graphs [121, 122],
these priorities may change over time.
Interactive Analytics: Big data systems analyzing real-time low-latency queries (e.g.,
Naiad [123]) incorporate explicit application deadlines on each stage of the data flow. This
provides opportunity for accelerating/slowing down the network transfers based on deadlines.
In stream processing systems [124, 125, 126] with load balancing across parallel components,
the end-to-end performance may be improved by weighting the flows according to application
preferences.
Teleimmersion: In teleimmersion systems with multiple cameras, there are multiple flows/stream
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bundles with co-dependencies. In this environment, prioritization of flows directly affects
the immersion experience of users[127, 128, 129, 130, 131].
Batch Processing Systems: MapReduce [2] framework and others which use it as a
building block [132] have hard barriers between stages. In this case, the coflow abstraction
would suffice to capture application requirements. In batch processing systems without hard
barriers (e.g., MapReduce Online [133]), the application performance may be improved by
prioritizing flows which are more important to the next stage of computation.
Thus, in a variety of scenarios, intent-awareness helps in prioritizing/accelerating those
flows which are critical to the application. The coflow abstraction is sufficient when the
application has hard barriers after each stage. However, several common distributed appli-
cations have more complex workflows, inspiring us to rethink the network interface for cloud
applications.
5.2 INTENT-AWARE ANI
In this section, we identify the critical components necessary for an intent-driven ANI
and put forward CadentFlow. Analyzing a wide range of cloud applications, we identify two
essential features missing in state-of-art ANIs.
Missing pieces in current ANIs: The first missing piece in today’s ANIs is a means
for explicitly conveying application’s intent. For instance, the only application-level metric
currently supported by coflows is the minimization of coflow completion time. However,
applications may have other performance objectives such as maximizing an application-
specific utility in terms of per-flow completion time and bandwidth. Hence, we argue that
the optimization objective should be an explicit part of the ANI.
The second deficiency in state-of-the-art ANIs is the inability to represent complex de-
pendencies across flows (beyond membership in a set defined by coflows). Dependencies
across coflows have been considered with inter-coflow DAGS [107, 134]. However, in prac-
tice, dependencies may take several forms. For example, an application may require weighted
splitting of bandwidth among its component flows or may have deadlines per flow.
Defining CadentFlow: Having identified the key missing pieces in an expressive ANI, we
put forward CadentFlow, an ANI with an application-level objective and per-flow metrics,
for effectively capturing intent.
A CadentFlow is a set of correlated flows between a collection of machines with an
application-level optimization objective denoted by Γ and a set of tagged flows. Each com-
ponent flow, fi, has an associated list of tags, where each tag is a tuple with metric type
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and metric value. Ti = (ti1,mi1), .., (tik,mik). A CadentFlow, CF , can be represented as:
CF = {{(fi, Ti), (f2, T2), ....., (fn, Tn)},Γ}. We propose weights, deadlines, and priorities
as preliminary candidate metrics for denoting the inter-dependencies between flows. As
applications and their requirements evolve, more metrics may be added to this set.
CadentFlow Representation of Applications: We present CadentFlow representations
of applications discussed in § 5.1.2. (i) Distributed deep learning: There are two possible rep-
resentations for DNN training. (a) Frameworks such as TensorFlow provide application-level
DAG with inter-dependencies between communication and computation. This information
can be used to determine priorities of flows, and the objective will be minimizing comple-
tion time of last flow, subject to scheduling based on priorities. (b) Since, DNN training
is an iterative process, we can estimate the time required by computation operations in a
given system. Combining this information with the DAG, deadlines can be estimated for
individual flows. This provides additional scheduling flexibility. The objective is minimizing
maximum delay subject to deadlines for all flows. This representation improves flexibility
by allowing delayed scheduling of flows with flexible deadlines (as shown in § 5.4(b)).
(ii) Partition-Aggregation: In Web page delivery, priorities can be set based on rendering
preferences. The objective is minimizing completion time subject to prioritized transfers.
(iii) Graph processing systems: Weights used as metrics for load-balancing, objective is
minimize completion time subject to weighted transfers. (iv) Naiad (interactive analytics):
Deadlines used as metrics. Objective is minimization of sum of delays with respect to
deadline. (v) Batch processing with soft barriers : Adaptive priorities based on application
progress used as metrics. Objective is minimization of completion time.
5.3 EXPERIMENTS
We quantify benefits achievable with intent-awareness in CadentFlow using distributed
deep learning as a representative application.
5.3.1 Methodology
Workload: We test deep learning workloads using TensorFlow under two scenarios: DNN
training and inference. In the training workload, during each iteration workers (each with an
identical copy of the model) send updates on parameters to the Parameter Servers (PS). PS
aggregates the changes and returns the updated parameter to all workers. In the inference
workload, inference agents read the parameters from the servers and run the inference.
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This captures the online inference scenario where agents (separate from the workers and
Parameter Servers) read the latest version of parameters during reinforcement learning and
serve inference queries.
The TensorFlow model is a DAG composed of dependencies between two types of op-
erations (ops): computation and communication ops (parameter transfers). Note that in
training and inference, not all parameters are consumed at the same time (e.g., parameters
of layer 1 are used before layer 2). We test 11 popular Neural network models 1 (includ-
ing AlexNet [135], Inception-v1 [136], Inception-v3 [137], ResNet [138], and VGG [139]) on
TensorFlow 1.8 with Parameter Servers using the standard batch size for each model.
Estimating metrics: We evaluate the workloads under two scenarios: CadentFlow with
(a) priorities as flow metrics and (b) deadlines as flow metrics. The TensorFlow model with
computation-network dependencies is readily available through an API. We analyze this
DAG to estimate priorities in (a). While (a) is relatively easy, for (b), we add tracing to the
TensorFlow system. We collect the runtime information on Standard NC6 virtual machines
(6 cores, 56 GB RAM, 1 X Nvidia K80 GPU with 12GB RAM) in Azure. We estimate the
time taken by computation ops by running the same model 10 times on a single machine
and taking the mean.
Deadlines are derived using the traces. Recall that training has two phases: (a) forward
pass where latest parameters are read from PS and loss function is computed, and (b)
backpropagation phase where parameters are updated and sent to PS. Thus, we have two
CadentFlows in one iteration. In the forward pass, all flows are assigned the same estimated
start time at 0 (all parameters are ready for transfer at PS). The deadline of a parameter
is computed as the total computation time before the read operation of that parameter.
Thus, the deadline for a parameter flow depends on its position in the DAG, i.e., the total
computation time of its dependencies. In the second CadentFlow, the estimated start time
is computed as the total computation time before the parameter is ready to be sent to the
PS. All flows share the same deadline determined by the end of computation. The inference
workload only has forward pass and hence a single CadentFlow with deadline estimation
similar to training forward pass.
Note that the model at all workers is identical. The deadline estimation does not take
into account available bandwidth. The deadlines represent the preferences of the application
and the flexibility available between flows from the computation perspective.
Control Schemes: In our experiments, we test 3 schemes: (i) TCP simulated with max-min
fair sharing across flows sharing a link, (ii) Coflow scheduling using Minimum Allocation for
1https://github.com/tensorflow/models/tree/master/research/slim
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Desired Duration (MADD) used in Varys [108] where lighter flows are allocated a lower band-
width in such a manner that all flows in a coflow finish at the same time, (iii) intent-aware
CadentFlow scheduling where flows are transferred based on the optimal order/deadline
determined from the TensorFlow model. For a fair comparison, we assume that the base-
line TCP connection transfers the parameters in the best possible order from a given node.
However, TCP cannot enforce inter-flow priorities across multiple TCP connections from
different Parameter Servers to the worker.
We simulate various schemes with multiple configurations (1 to 16 PS/workers) where each
host has 1/10 Gbps NIC. For Coflow and CadentFlow scheduling, we assume a centralized
controller with global view which can make globally optimal decisions and enforce them at
the edge. We evaluate performance benefits achievable with a single active application as
well as multiple applications in the network.
Application Simulation: We measure two metrics on the distributed deep learning appli-
cation: the iteration time and the CCT flexibility ratio. The iteration time is the time
taken by one complete iteration composed of computation time (empirically estimated) and
communication time (evaluated using the three control schemes). In the training workload,
this includes the computation in forward pass, backpropagation phase, and two CadentFlows
(from the PS to worker before forward pass and from workers to PS after the backpropaga-
tion). In the inference workload this is composed of one CadentFlow for fetching parameters
from the servers and the inference computation. We assume that all the workers have iden-
tical computation time, i. e., no stragglers.
We introduce the metric, CCT flexibility ratio, to measure the available flexibility in
flow scheduling when deadlines are used as the CadentFlow metric. The application intent-
based deadlines maybe be more flexible than the minimum achievable Coflow Completion
Time. This provides the network controller with the opportunity to delay some flows without
affecting the application performance. We measure this flexibility in scheduling using CCT
flexibility ratio. This metric is defined as the ratio of maximum deadline acceptable to
the application (the latest deadline) and the minimum CCT achievable with the available
network.
5.3.2 Results
We present results on training and inference workloads across the three control schemes
in an environment with 10Gbps network. The conclusions were also verified with 1Gbps.
Single Application To understand the differences between control schemes, we first con-
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Figure 5.2: (a,c) Coflow and CadentFlow optimizations plotted relative to TCP. Lower iteration
time is better. (b,d) CCT flexibility shows the window of flexible time available for scheduling with
respect to minimum Coflow Completion Time for deadline-based CadentFlow.
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Figure 5.3: Inference workload (16 workers, 16 Parameter Servers)
duct experiments with a single active application in the network. The iteration time of
coflow optimized scheme based on MADD and the CadentFlow optimized scheme are com-
pared with the TCP baseline in Figures 5.2 (a,c) and 5.3 (a). A lower iteration time implies
better performance. The iteration time results are the same with both priority-based and
deadline-based CadentFlow optimization, with a maximum reduction in iteration time of
25% (ResNet-v1-200 with 8 W, 8 PS). We observe that Coflow scheduling can result in
worse performance than TCP in some cases. For example, the iteration time on CifarNet is
11% higher with coflow optimization compared to TCP in a system with 8 workers and 8
PS. This is due to the coflow scheduling mechanism that delays smaller transfers to accel-
erate large transfers. This results in larger delays for smaller parameters that have higher
priorities. Note that the CCT is same for both Coflow and CadentFlow optimizations in this
scenario. However, application iteration time is lower for CadentFlow optimization. Also,
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Figure 5.4: (a) 12 servers of rack 1 connected to switch S2 runs application instance A1. 12 servers
of rack 2 connected to switch S3 runs instance A2. Out of 12 servers in rack 3, 4 servers belong to
A1 and 4 to A2. (b) Performance improvement achievable with efficient overlap of multiple jobs in
a shared network environment with deadline-based CadentFlow.
CadentFlow optimization performs at least as good as TCP in all tested scenarios.
With deadline-based Cadentflow, we can also obtain CCT flexibility (ability to delay flows
until deadline without affecting iteration time) as seen in Figures 5.2 (b,d) and 5.3 (b). In
some models, we obtain both improvement in iteration time and high CCT flexibility (e.g.,
Inception-v3 with 20% lower iteration time and 9.5% of added flexibility in coflow completion
times). The flexibility depends on the ratio of time taken by computation and communication
in various models. There is high flexibility when the models are computation-heavy, giving
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opportunity to delay transfers.
In the inference workload (Figure 5.3), coflow optimization leads to significant performance
degradation (up to 68.5% increase in iteration time compared to TCP in ResNet-v1-101).
However, CadentFlow performance is comparable to that of TCP with significant flexibility
in flow scheduling across many networks.
Multiple Applications With deadline-based CadentFlow, we demonstrate benefits of CCT
flexibility by running two applications in a shared network (Figure 5.4(b)). We test two in-
stances of the same DNN model across three racks, where one rack is dedicated to each
application (12 servers) and one rack is shared (4 nodes each in a rack per application).
The fair-share for each application in the shared link S1-S4 is 30 Gbps while the band-
width requirement is 40GBps. CCT flexibility allows us to schedule flows in a manner that
maximizes 40GBps allocation to each application instance. In Figure 5.4(b), we compare
the three control schemes in this multi-app environment with respect to the iteration time
with CadentFlow scheduling when only a single app is active. We observe that CadentFlow
scheduling has the best performance across all models due to the flexibility provided by dead-
lines. Coflow scheduling can result in up to 46.3% higher iteration time (as in ResNet-v2-50)
since deadline information is not available for flexible allocation. Since deadline informa-
tion is necessary for accruing these benefits, even a DAG of coflows cannot provide this
performance improvement.
In summary, we make the following observations:
• Flow-level metrics (priorities/deadlines) in CadentFlow allow optimizing the applica-
tion performance by up to 25%.
• Deadline-based CadentFlow can improve network-wide performance by up to 46% by
providing increased flexibility.
• Coflow optimization can hurt application performance when there are complex depen-
dencies. In such cases, falling back on TCP should be preferred.
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Chapter 6: FUTURE WORK
This thesis presented foundational results on improving throughput across different layers
of data center infrastructure. This work paves way for solving several challenges in the
future.
• Randomization of task placement: Our results on understanding physical layer
throughput shows that randomization of traffic at the rack level using realistic traffic
matrices can improve throughput performance. Can we leverage this result to pro-
vide better task placement in data centers while taking into account other practical
restrictions on task placement such as data locality?
• Resilient Source Routing: In order to strengthen the source routing control scheme
further in the intra-data center environment, we need to tackle a few issues. Our
solution has not dealt with response to switch and link failures. It is essential to build
an auxiliary mechanism to route around failures, either with additional information in
the header or through a network response mechanism.
• Managing thousands of controllers in WAND: Patronus assumes centralized
control with global view. While our instantaneous scheduler can respond in seconds,
several edge applications require response time of milliseconds. Even with a logically
centralized controller, each MDC will require a local controller for detecting and re-
sponding to immediate local changes. Besides, the arbitrary interconnecting network
topology calls for close inter-operation of network and server controllers. Realtime
adaptation and self-organization with thousands of such controllers demand careful
analysis of robustness and correctness. Several questions remain unanswered. How
can we leverage the DCs’ compute resources, which are considerable in the aggregate,
to partition the optimization/control problem into local, distributed actions at thou-
sands of sites along with some global guidance? In the data plane, what mechanisms
are necessary to enable dynamic steering of traffic through a combination of MDCs
and WAN?
• Characterizing WAND service: Cloud providers offer VMs with capabilities spec-
ified in terms of CPU, GPU, network, storage etc. In a WAND, defining the unit of
service is cumbersome. A WAND provider will typically have macro- and micro-data
centers with different compute capabilities and latency profiles between them. The
cost and performance using the same amount of resource may vary widely depending
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on the size and location of the DCs and within the same DC across time due to limited
statistical multiplexing. If WAND environment evolves towards resource offerings sim-
ilar to cloud, service characterization should provide users with (a) cost of resources
across multiple MDCs accessible to the user (which may vary with time), and (b)
sufficient information to derive approximate latency performance in these MDCs with
time. Alternatively, if the environment moves towards a serverless model, we need
APIs that allow the user to specify their diverse needs (resource, bandwidth, latency
constraints/location dependencies etc.) and novel control design which can translate
these into resource allocations in a highly dynamic environment.
• Interaction of multiple WANDs: In future, applications may be spread across
MDCs operated by multiple WAND providers. A multi-WAND environment adds fur-
ther complexity to existing cloud-related problems such as migration, security, compli-
ance etc. Multi-WAND deployment of applications may take various forms: across two
carrier WANDs, across a the edge of a carrier and hyperscale DCs of content provider,
in a WAND where the MDCs are operated by one provider and WAN by another,
among others. In this environment, we need to ensure that interaction between var-
ious resource management schemes in different WANDs do not result in undesirable
end-to-end performance for applications. How can we design WAND control schemes
that can coordinate with external entities and make robust decisions using partial
information?
• Extracting the application intent for CadentFlow: Determining deadlines/
priorities and optimization objective of applications can be cumbersome. However,
system-level cues such as reads and writes to disk/memory has information for deriving
the deadlines/priorities based on application behavior. This inspires design of learning-
based metric estimation frameworks to learn and adapt the deadlines/priorities/weights
based on application performance. Recent advances in flow prediction [140] are en-
couraging for the possibility of learning finer grained application characteristics. The
application API may also be extended to allow the application developer to specify ANI
preferences explicitly (as in TensorFlow). This is also feasible in serverless compute
frameworks such as Lambda.
• Intent-Awareness in Network Schedulers: An intent-aware ANI opens avenue
for new resource allocation schemes which can handle diverse objectives and con-
straints. Some of the challenges include ensuring fairness across applications with
varied objectives and handling coexistence of CadentFlows with regular TCP connec-
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tions. Scheduling under limited information is also an interesting problem to tackle.
While our experiments focused on a single application with explicit knowledge of flow
sizes and priorities, in practice, one or more of these factors may be unknown. This
calls for mechanisms that can incorporate accuracy of metrics during scheduling and
adapt in real-time to changes.
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Appendix A: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1
Appendix A.1: We revisit the maximum concurrent flow problem, based on which we
defined throughput in §2.1: Given a network G = (V,EG) with capacities c(u, v) for every
edge (u, v) ∈ EG, and a collection (not necessarily disjoint) of pairs (si, ti), i = 1, . . . , k each
having a unit flow demand, we are interested in maximizing the minimum flow. Instead of
the traffic matrix (TM) formulation of §2.1, for the following discussion, it will be convenient
to think of the pairs of vertices that require flow between them as defining a demand graph,
H = (V,EH). Thus, given G and H, we want the maximum throughput. As we noted in
§2.1, this problem can be formulated as a standard linear program, and is thus computable
in polynomial time.
We are interested in comparing our suggested throughput metric with sparsest cut. We
first prove the following theorem.
Theorem A.1: The dual of the linear program for computing throughput is a linear
programming relaxation for sparsest cut.
Proof. We shall use a formulation of the throughput linear program that involves an expo-
nential number of variables but for which is easier to derive the dual. We denote by Ps,t the
set of all paths from s to t in G and we introduce a variable xp for each path p ∈ Ps,t, for
each (s, t) ∈ EH , corresponding to how many units of flow from s to t are routed through
path p.
max y (A.1)
subject to
∑
p∈Ps,t
xp ≥ y ∀(s, t) ∈ EH , (A.2)∑
p:(u,v)∈p
xp ≤ c(u, v) ∀(u, v) ∈ EG (A.3)
xp ≥ 0 ∀p (A.4)
y ≥ 0. (A.5)
The dual of the above linear program will have one variable w(s, t) for each (s, t) ∈ EH
and one variable z(u, v) for each (u, v) ∈ EG.
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min
∑
u,v
z(u, v)c(u, v) (A.6)
subject to
∑
(s,t)∈EH
w(s, t) ≥ 1 (A.7)
∑
(u,v)∈p
z(u, v) ≥ w(s, t) ∀(s, t) ∈ EH , p ∈ Ps,t (A.8)
w(s, t) ≥ 0 ∀(s, t) ∈ EH (A.9)
z(u, v) ≥ 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ EG. (A.10)
It is not hard to realize that in an optimal solution, without loss of generality, w(s, t) is
the length of the shortest path from s to t in the graph weighted by the z(u, v). We can also
observe that in an optimal solution we have
∑
w(s, t) = 1. These remarks imply that the
above dual is equivalent to the following program, where we introduce a variable l(x, y) for
every pair or vertices in EG ∪ EH .
min
∑
u,v
l(u, v)c(u, v) (A.11)
subject to
∑
(s,t)∈EH
l(s, t) = 1 (A.12)
∑
(u,v)∈p
l(u, v) ≥ l(s, t) ∀(s, t) ∈ EH , p ∈ Ps,t (A.13)
l(u, v) ≥ 0 ∀(u, v) ∈ EG ∪ EH (A.14)
(A.15)
The constraints
∑
(u,v)∈p l(u, v) ≥ l(s, t) can be equivalently restated as triangle inequali-
ties. This means that we require l(u, v) to be a metric over V . These observations give us
one more alternative formulation:
minl(·,·) metric
∑
(u,v)∈EG c(u, v) · l(u, v)∑
(s,t)∈EH l(s, t)
(A.16)
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We can finally see that the above formulation is a linear programming relaxation for a cut
problem. More specifically, the sparsest cut problem is asking to find a cut S that minimizes
the ratio ∑
(u,v)∈EG cut by S c(u, v)
| edges ∈ EH cut by S| (A.17)
This is equivalent to minimizing ratio (A.16) over `1 metrics only.
If we take EH to be the complete graph (corresponding to all-to-all demands), we get the
standard sparsest cut definition: ∑
(u,v)∈EG cut by S c(u, v)
|S||S¯| (A.18)
Before we prove Theorem 1 from §2.1, we shall demonstrate the following claim.
Claim: If G is a d-regular expander graph on N nodes and H is the complete graph, the
value of the linear program for throughput is Ø( d log d
N logN
). The value of the sparsest cut is
Ω( d
N
).
Proof. Let us denote by T the optimal value of expression (A.16). Note that this is the
optimal value of the dual for the linear program for throughput, therefore equal to the
optimal throughput. By taking l(·, cdot) to be the shortest path metric on G, we calculate:
T ≤
∑
(i,j)∈EG l(i, j)∑
i,j∈V l(i, j)
≤ d/2.|V |
Θ(N2 logN
log d
)
≤ O( d log d
N2 logN
) (A.19)
Here, the first inequality follows from the fact that for d-regular graphs, each node can
reach no more than di nodes in i hops. This means that given a vertex v, there exist Θ(N)
nodes with distance at least logN
log d
from it, which means that the total distance between all
pairs of nodes is Θ(N2 logN
log d
).
Let Φ denote the minimum value of ratio (A.18) for G. Since G is an expander, this ratio
is
Φ ≥ Ω( d · |S||S||V − S|) = Ω(
d
N
) (A.20)
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Restating Theorem 2.1 from Chapter 2:
Theorem 2.1. Let graph G be any 2d-regular expander on N = n
dp
nodes, where d is
a constant and p is a free parameter. Let graph B be constructed by replacing each edge
of G with a path of length p. Then, B has throughput TB = O(
1
nplogn
) and sparsest cut
ΦB = Ω(
1
np
).
Proof. Let (S1, S2) be the sparsest cut in B. Let (S1
′, S2′) be the corresponding cut in G.
Namely, if an edge was cut in B by (S1, S2) that belonged to a path pe then (S1
′, S2′) cuts
e. Let ΦB be the value of the cut (S1, S2) in A and ΦG the value of (S1
′, S2′) in G. Then
ΦB =
E(S1, S2)
|S1||S2| =
E(S1
′, S2′)
|S1||S2| ≥
E(S1
′, S2′)
p · |S ′1|p · |S ′2|
≥ ΦG
p2
by equation (A.20) we have ΦG ≥ Ω( 1N ) = Ω( pn) which gives us
ΦB ≥ Ω( 1
np
)
On the other hand, let TB be the value of the throughput of B. We follow a similar
reasoning as we did in equation (A.19).
TB ≤
∑
(i,j)∈EG l(i, j)∑
i,j∈V l(i, j)
≤ Ndp
Θ((Np)2p logN)
≤ O( 1
Np2 logN
) = O(
1
np log n
)
(A.21)
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Appendix B: PROOF OF THEOREM 2.2
Appendix B.1:
Proof. TA2A has demand
1
n
on each flow, so the largest feasible multicommodity flow routing
of TA2A in G has capacity
t
n
allocated to each flow. Let C be a graph representing this
routing, i.e., a complete digraph with capacity t
n
on each link. Systems-oriented readers
may find it useful to think of C as an overlay network implemented with reserved bandwidth
in G. In other words, to prove the theorem, it is sufficient to show that taking T to be any
hose-model traffic matrix, T · t/2 is feasible in C.
For this, we use a two-hop routing scheme analogous to Valiant load balancing [141].
Consider any traffic demand vw. In the first step, we split this demand flow into n equal
parts, routing flow 1
n
·T (v, w) · t/2 from v to every node in the network, along the direct links
(or the zero-hop path when the target is v itself). In the second step, the traffic arriving at
each node is sent along at most one link to its final destination.
We now have to show that this routing is feasible in C. Consider any link i → j. This
link will carry a fraction 1
n
of all the traffic originated by i, and a fraction 1
n
of all the traffic
destined to j. Because T is a hose model TM, each node originates and sinks a total of ≤ 1
unit of traffic; and since we are actually attempting to route the scaled traffic matrix T · t/2,
each node originates and sinks a total of ≤ t/2 units of traffic. Therefore, link i carries a
total of
t
2
· 1
n
+
t
2
· 1
n
=
t
n
,
which is the available capacity on each link of C and is hence feasible.
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Appendix C: MEASURING CUTS
Appendix C.1: We employ several heuristics for estimating sparsest cut.
Brute-force computation Brute force computation of sparsest cut is computationally
intensive since it considers all possible cuts in the network (2n−1 cuts in a network with
n nodes). In addition to bandwidth, the number of flows traversing each cut has to be
estimated which adds further overhead in the computation of sparsest cut.
Due to the computational complexity, brute force evaluation of sparsest cut is possible
only for networks of size less than 20. However, we perform limited brute-force computation
on all networks by capping the computation at 10, 000 cuts.
One-node cuts Designed computer networks as well as naturally occurring networks tend
to be denser at the core and sparse at the edges. When the core has high capacity, it is
likely that the worst-case cut occurs at the edges. Hence, this heuristic considers all cuts
with only a single node in a subset formed by the cut. There exists n cuts with a single
node. This is a very small fraction of the total 2n−1 cuts.
Two-node cuts n∗(n−1)
2
cuts with two nodes in a subset also reveal the limited connectivity
at the edges of the network.
Expanding cuts It is likely that the network is clustered,i.e., it contains two or more
highly connected components connected by a few links. Subsets of all possible combinations
of contiguous nodes in the network can be very large. We optimize our search to a subspace
of this category of cuts. Starting from each node, we consider cuts which include nodes
within a distance k from the node. When k = 0, the cut involves only the originating node
and is equivalent to the single node case discussed before. When k = 1, all nodes within
distance 1 from the node are considered – the node and its neighbors. k is incremented
until the entire graph is covered. If d is the diameter of the network, the number of cuts
considered is less than or equal to n ∗ d.
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Sparsest cut estimator which found the worst cut
Topology family Total
#networks
with
through-
put= es-
timated
cut
Brute force 1-node 2-node
Expanding
regions
Eigenvector
BCube 7 2 2 0 0 3 7
DCell 4 2 2 0 0 2 3
Dragonfly 4 0 2 0 0 0 2
Fat tree 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
Flattened butterfly 8 5 6 0 1 0 5
Hypercube 7 3 3 0 0 1 6
HyperX 11 1 1 0 0 1 10
Jellyfish 350 3 0 0 0 2 349
LongHop 110 9 45 0 0 1 66
SlimFly 6 1 1 0 0 0 5
Natural networks 66 48 18 21 11 34 38
Total 581 82 88 29 20 52 499
Table C.1: Estimated sparsest cuts: Do they match throughput, and which estimators
produced those cuts?
Eigenvector based optimizations Eigenvector corresponding to the second smallest eigen-
value of the normalized Laplacian of a graph can give a set of n cuts, the worst of which is
within a constant factor from the actual cut [142]. The nodes of the graph are sorted in the
ascending order corresponding to their value in the second eigenvector [142]. We sweep this
vector of sorted nodes to obtain the n cuts.
How well did our sparse cut heuristics perform? Comparing columns 2 and 3 in Table C.1,
we see that cuts accurately predicted throughput in less than 15% of the tested networks only.
Table C.1 shows how often each estimator found the sparse cut. More than one technique
may find the sparse cut, hence the sum may not equal the total number of networks. Brute-
force computation was helpful in finding 15% of the sparse cuts. Cuts involving one or two
nodes and contiguous regions of the graph also found the sparse cut in a small fraction of
networks (less than 10% each). The majority of such networks are the natural networks,
which are often denser in the core and sparser in the edges. Sparse connectivity at the edges
lead to bottlenecks at the edge which are revealed by cuts involving one or two nodes. Fat
tree is another interesting case where every heuristic’s cuts yield the accurate flow value.
Overall, the eigenvector-based approximation found the largest number of sparse cuts (86%),
but it is known not to be a tight approximation [142], and the full collection of heuristics
did improve on it in a nontrivial fraction of cases.
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